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1. Overview 
 

 

1.1. Introduction 

This interactive lesson with fou r  v ideo  case  s tud ies  and  facilitator’s guide is part of a broad 

effort to educate Army professionals on strengthening the Army as a military profession by upholding 

moral principles and values of the Army Ethic. The intent is for Army Professionals to be aware of 

and understand the Army Profession doctrine and concepts, participate in an ongoing dialogue about the 

Profession, and conduct themselves in a manner worthy of their status as trusted Army professionals. 

 

The training shall provide the learner with a set of standardized foundational and personalized learning 

competencies to fit the learner’s career and operational needs. This training shall include learning events 

that cover the overarching levels of career development (i.e., initial entry, mid-grade, intermediate, and 

strategic) using the continuous adaptive learning model instructional guidelines (TP-525-8-2). The 

training shall meet AR350-1 requirements on Army Values for both institutional and operational training 

domains. 

 

The content for this lesson was developed primarily for blended learning DL interactive multimedia 

instruction (IMI) in an institutional resident or DL course, but can also be presented for professional 

development within organizations using a standalone-DVD or the CAPE website. This facilitation guide 

provides information to allow for the option of facilitated training by an instructor or leader. 

 

The interactive instructional content uses stop motion animation drawing on a whiteboard, while the four 

video case studies are scenario-based virtual simulations using live-action video with actors and decision 

branching within the instructional content. 

 

The exercises present challenges that mirror the complexity of daily interactions in the Army, while 

inculcating, modeling, and upholding the Army Ethic and Values, to include how moral principles of the 

Army Ethic are developed, assessed, and sustained. The exercises also present options for how the 

protagonist can “give voice to their values”; in other words, when the learner knows what the right 

decision or action is, how he or she can take the right action despite possible disincentives (e.g. possible 

effects on career, friendship, senior-subordinate relationship, and self-interest). The four video case 

studies portray ethical challenges within typical Army environments, such as operational and institutional 

units, on and off duty, and garrison and deployed operations. 

 

1.2. Purpose 

The goal of this training is to educate learners on the Army Ethic, to include moral principles and values, 

introduce a simple Ethical Reasoning Model, and apply ethical reasoning to real-world scenarios.  
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1.3. Learning Objectives 

At the completion of this lesson, the student will: 
 

ACTION: Employ Ethical Reasoning. 
 

CONDITION: This task can be performed under two conditions. The learner can be in a synchronous 

classroom environment given ADRP 1 as a handout, scenarios, post-test, Smartboard, whiteboard, and 

markers conducting a facilitated discussion about the Army Ethic. The learner can also be in an 

asynchronous e-learning environment using a computer with internet access to perform the instruction 

through distributed learning using the Army Ethic Development Interactive Media Instruction product 

(http://cape.army.mil/tsp/). 
 

STANDARD: The learner successfully makes decisions on an assigned scenario that upholds the Army 

Ethic and Values. The learner has one attempt to retrain and meet the standard. 

 

The learning objectives are listed below. 

 

1. Explain the Army Ethic 

2. Relate our shared identity as trusted Army Professionals to the Moral Principles  

3. Relate the Army Values to the Moral Principles of the Army Ethic 

4. Explain the Ethical Reasoning Model 

5. Explain various theories of Ethical Reasoning 

6. Apply Ethical Reasoning to real-world scenarios 
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2. Lesson Preparation 
 

This section provides information about materials required to facilitate this lesson.  

2.1. Training Aids/Materials Needed 

You will need the following materials and equipment to facilitate this lesson: 
 

▪ Army Profession and Ethic Values Development Course, Interactive Movie Simulation. 

▪ A/V equipment, screen, speakers, computer, as required 
▪ Whiteboard, poster board, and markers to list ideas or discussion items (optional) 

▪ Facilitator’s Guide 

2.2. Training References 

The following references are available to support the instruction in this lesson:  

 Army Doctrine Reference Publication (ADRP 1):  The Army Profession (June 2015) 

 Army Profession Pamphlet 2017: Downloadable pdf on the Army Profession available at 

http://cape.army.mil/brochures. 

 Rest, J.R. (1994). Background: Theory and research. In J.R. Rest and D. Narvaez (Eds.), Moral 

development in the professions: Psychology and applied ethics, (pp. 1-25). Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence 

Erlbaum; and Rest, J.R. (1986). Moral development: Advances in research and theory. New York: 

Praeger. 

 CAPE Public Website: http://cape.army.mil. 

2.3. Additional Instructor Resources 

Facilitator Toolkit: Additional videos and techniques to help a trainer become a more effective 

facilitator (CAPE Public Website: http://cape.army.mil/facilitator.php) 

2.4. System Requirements 

To play this program, you must have: 

 

 CPU - Intel Core i3 or equivalent, 3.0GHz or higher clock speed 

 RAM - 4GB or greater 

 Sound Card - DirectX 11.0 compatible or integrated on board, external speakers are 

recommended 

 Graphics/Media standards: 

o Must support 1024x768 screen resolution 

o GIF - Graphics Interchange Format 

o JPEG - Joint Photographic Experts Group 

o PDF - Portable Document Format 

o SWF - Flash File Format 

o FLV - Flash Video File 

http://cape.army.mil/brochures
http://www.cape.army.mil/
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 Hard Drive - 1 GB free storage area 

 512 kb/s Broadband Internet connection 

 DVD-ROM Drive - quadruple-speed (4X) or faster with maximum access time of 250ms 

 Operating Systems - Windows 7 or higher, including the latest service packs and security 

patches available 

 Web Browser – Internet Explorer 9, 10 or 11, Microsoft Edge 

 Required plug-ins: 

o Adobe Flash Player 17.x 

o Adobe Acrobat Reader XI (11.x)  

 Default Browser should include the following security configuration: 

o Download signed ActiveX controls - “enabled” 

o Download unsigned Active X controls - “disabled” 

o Run ActiveX controls and plug-ins - “enabled” 

o Allow Cookies - “enabled” 

o Allow per-session Cookies - “enabled” 

o Active scripting - “enabled” 

o Scripting of Java applets - “enabled” 

 Mobile Browser should include the following 

o Safari: Version 8.0, 9.0, 9.1, 10 

o Android: Version 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 5.0, 5.1, 6.0, 7.0, 7.1 

o Internet Explorer Mobile: Version 10.0, 11.0, Microsoft Edge  

o Chrome: Version 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49.0, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55 

 Mobile Operating System should include the following 

o iOS: Version 7.1.2, 8.4.1, 9.3.5, 10.0.2 

o Android: Version 4.4, 5.1.1, 6.0, 6.0.1, 7.0, 7.1 

o Windows Phone: 7.8, 8, 8.1, Windows 10 Mobile 

 Content will be viewed on mobile devices and be optimized for viewing in the following 

screen configuration. 

o Smart Phone: Portrait 320 x 480 Landscape 480 x 320 

o Small Tablet: Portrait 600 x 800 Landscape 800 x 600 

o Tablet: Portrait 760 x 1024 Landscape 1024 x 768 
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3. Guidance Summary 

This section provides guidance for lesson preparation, conduct, and follow-up.  

 

1. Prepare 

 Locate your training site and determine if it has Internet capability. If there is Internet 

capability at your training site, present and facilitate the session online. If there is no 

Internet capability, you can download the entire lesson on DVD from the CAPE website 

and play it from your computer. 

 Review the material on the CAPE website on reflective practice and the effective 

facilitation of a small group development session. 

 Rehearse your role in the education and training session as a facilitator. 

 

2. Conduct 

 Present the online or DVD-ROM learning simulation, pausing for decisions points and talking points 

with associated screens as you progress through the presentation. 

 Encourage your group to be involved by asking discussion questions and facilitating further 

discussion. 

 Lead your group in a reflective practice exercise to answer the following questions: 

o What? (What learning concerning the Army Ethic and Values occurred during the session?) 

o So what? (Why does it matter?) 

o Now what? (How will I use this information or new knowledge and apply it to my situation 

or unit?) 

 

3. Follow-up 

 Seek and leverage future opportunities to continue the discussion of the Army Ethic within your 

team. 

3.1. Starting the Program 

This program can be played on a DVD or accessed via the Internet. 
 

If you are using a DVD, the program should automatically launch in your default web browser when it is 

inserted into your computer’s DVD drive. If your computer does not have the required version of Adobe 

Flash, then you will automatically be prompted to install it. If the program does not self-start, please 

complete the following steps: 
 

 

Windows Users 
 

1. Insert the program DVD into your DVD-ROM drive. 

2. If it does not self-start within 30 seconds, follow these steps: 

a. Open Windows Explorer (My Computer) and browse to your DVD drive. 

b. Double-click “[start.html].” 
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Mac Users 

 

1. Insert the program DVD into your DVD-ROM drive. 

2. Double click the program disc icon on your desktop (or browse to its location in the Finder). 

3. Double click “[start.html].” 
 

This interactive simulation can also be accessed online by going to the homepage of the Center for 

the Army Profession and Ethic (CAPE), which can be found at http://cape.army.mil. Select the 

“Education and Training” tab, highlight “Training Support Packages,” and select “Army Ethic 

Development Course.” 

3.2. Using the Interface 

The image below shows the graphical user interface (GUI) for the IMI lesson.  

 

 
  

http://cape.army.mil/
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3.2.1. Navigating the Lesson 

The table below lists the various controls and their functions in the GUI.  

 

Control Function 

Right arrow Moves to the next screen. You have to click NEXT 

to leave text screens. 

Left arrow Moves to the previous screen. 

STOP Stops the action. 

PLAY/PAUSE Plays or pauses the video. 

RUNNING BAR Movie clips automatically play to conclusion, but 

clicking and dragging this bar allows you to move 

back and forth within the clip. 

VOLUME CONTROL Clicking on it gives you a toggle to drag along a bar 

to raise or lower the sound volume. 

RETURN TO MAIN MENU Returns to the main title menu. 

CLOSED CAPTIONS Turns caption on and off. 

MAXIMIZE/MINIMIZE 

SCREEN 

Goes to full-screen mode. 

 

3.3. Conduct Lesson 

The diagram below illustrates the flow of the lesson.  
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4. Deliver the Lesson 

The following sections provide information about the content of this lesson in the programmed interactive 

multimedia instruction (IMI). This lesson includes content screens, four whiteboard scenarios, and a video 

case study. 

4.1. Introduction and Objectives 

1. The first screen in the IMI provides an introduction to the lesson.  

 

Audio: The Army Profession is a unique vocation of experts certified in the ethical design, 

generation, support, and application of landpower, serving under civilian authority and entrusted to 

defend the Constitution and the rights and interests of the American people. The American people 

trust the Army to make discretionary judgments that potentially put the lives of their sons and 

daughters at risk to defend the Nation. They expect the Army to model the best values and beliefs of 

the Nation. We do this by upholding the moral principles of the Army Ethic and certifying trusted 

Army professionals in Character, Competence, and Commitment. 

 

2. The second screen lists the learning objectives for the lesson.  

 

In this training, we will: 

 Explain the Army Ethic 

 Relate our shared identity as trusted Army Professionals to the Moral Principles  

 Relate the Army Values to the Moral Principles of the Army Ethic 

 Explain the Ethical Reasoning Model 

 Explain various theories of Ethical Reasoning 

 Apply Ethical Reasoning to real-world scenarios 

4.2. The Army Ethic 

There is one screen to present the content for this objective, and one Check on Learning (COL). 

1. The Army Ethic 

a. A doctrinal ethic is critical for the Army Profession. It provides the moral basis for why our 

Army exists. It emphasizes the imperative of being an honorable leader, follower, and steward 

of trust with the American people. 

b. We are responsible for sustaining an Army culture of trust, now and for the future. Living by 

and upholding the Army Ethic strengthens: 

i. Honorable service through ethical, effective, and efficient accomplishment of the 

mission and performance of duty 

ii. Military expertise in the ethical design, generation, support, and application of 

landpower 

iii. Stewardship of our people, other resources, and our profession, now and for the future 

iv. Esprit de corps exemplified through our winning spirit 

v. Professional development in character, competence, and commitment 

vi. Trust among Soldiers, Army civilians, Army families, and with the American people  
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2. COL: Answer the following questions: 

a. What is the Army Ethic? 

b. Why is the Army Ethic important? 

c. How is the Army Ethic related to trust? 

 

4.3. Trusted Army Professionals and the Moral Principles 

There is one screen and one whiteboard animation to present the content for this objective. There are two (2) 

COLs that follow the animation. The COLs assess the connection between the Army Ethic and the three 

certification criteria: character, competence, and commitment.  

 

1. Our Shared Identity as Trusted Army Professionals 

a. Living the Army Ethic inspires our shared identity as trusted Army professionals with 

distinctive roles as honorable servants, Army experts, and stewards of the profession. 

i. In our role as honorable servants of the Nation, we are professionals of character.  

ii. In our role as Army experts, we are competent professionals.  

iii. In our role as stewards of the Army Profession, we are committed professionals, 

accountable to each other, the profession, and the American people.  

iv. By taking our solemn oath of service, we voluntarily incur an extraordinary moral 

obligation inherent in the shared identity to which we aspire.  

b. The Army Ethic includes the moral principles that guide our decisions and actions. Living 

by and upholding the Army Ethic requires that we honor these moral principles in all 

aspects of life. 

2. Whiteboard Animation: See Section 4.3.1 below 

3. COL: Match the three certification criteria with their definitions. 

4. COL: Associate the proper role of an Army Professional with each of the certification criteria. 

 

4.3.1. Whiteboard – Serving as Trusted Army Professionals 

This is the first of four whiteboard animations in this lesson. The purpose of this whiteboard is to illustrate 

how we serve as trusted Army professionals. The emphasis is that the intersection of character, competence, 

and commitment is where trust is built internally within the Army Profession and externally with the 

American people. See the image below from the animation.  
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4.4. Moral Principles of the Army Ethic and Army Values 

There is a whiteboard animation to discuss this content. Section 4.4.1 provides a description of this 

whiteboard. It is followed by three (3) COLs to identify the Army Value(s) within the moral principles. 

1. Whiteboard Animation: See Section 4.4.1 below 

2. COL: Identify the Army Value(s) within the moral principle for Honorable Servants of the Nation - 

Professionals of Character. 

3. COL: Identify the Army Value(s) within the moral principle for Army Experts - Competent 

Professionals. 

4. COL: Identify the Army Value(s) within the moral principle for Stewards of the Army Profession - 

Committed Professionals. 

 

4.4.1. Whiteboard – The Moral Principles of the Army Ethic and 

Army Values 

This is the second of four whiteboard animations in this lesson. The purpose of this whiteboard is to review 

the moral principles of the Army Ethic and the connection between the moral principles and Army Values. 

See the image below from the animation.  
 

 
 

4.5. Ethical Reasoning Model/Theories of Ethical Reasoning 

There are two screens to discuss this content, and two (2) COLs. 

1. The Ethical Reasoning Model 

a. Introduction: Often there is an ethical component or aspect in our daily decisions and actions. 

It could be a fairly simple (“black and white”) ethical challenge in which you know the right 

thing to do, but maybe are tempted not to do it out of self-interest, fear, doubt, or some other 

pressure. It could be an ethical dilemma that involves an apparent conflict between moral 

principles in which to follow one would seem to result in violating another. In these more 

complex (“gray”) challenges, you don’t know the right thing to do; each option seems to have 

moral costs and benefits with competing moral principles or beliefs. Sometimes the ethical 

challenge is unseen. Your moral vision is impaired; you don’t even see the ethical aspects of 
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the situation. In all of these situations, an ethical reasoning process or model can help you to 

decide on the correct course of action and act on that decision. The reasoning must be done in 

a way that is integrated into your decision-making process prior to action. There are several 

models that can be used, but we will introduce you to a model based on the work of the 

psychologist James Rest. 

i. Step 1: Recognize the Conflict 

ii. Step 2: Evaluate the Options 

iii. Step 3: Commit to a Decision 

iv. Step 4: Act 

2. The Ethical Reasoning Model – Step 2 

a. Introduction: In the second step of the Ethical Reasoning Model, Evaluate the Options, it is 

important to look at the situation through a variety of theories, aspects, or ethical lenses. In the 

rare case of an ethical dilemma, in which moral principles or values may appear to be in 

conflict, there could be more than one right decision, or it could be such a thorny problem that 

there are no good decisions, just a decision that minimizes the negative consequences. 

Looking at the problem through multiple aspects or lenses helps one to decide on the best 

option. We decide on a course of action not only because it can solve the problem, but 

because it can do so ethically, in a way that is most consistent with the Army Ethic, values, 

rules, and the situation.  

b. Lenses: 

i. Rules 

ii. Outcomes 

iii. Virtues 

3. COL: Identify the steps of the Ethical Reasoning Model. 

4. COL: Match statements with the ethical lens that applies. 
 

4.6. Ethical Reasoning in Real-World Scenarios 

There are two whiteboards to present ethical reasoning in real-world scenarios.   
 

4.6.1. Whiteboard – Ethical Reasoning in Combat 

This is the third of four whiteboard animations in this lesson. In this scenario, a pilot is recounting an 

incident he encountered while in a combat zone. His dilemma was to shoot or not to shoot. The whiteboard is 

an account of how the pilot applied the Ethical Reasoning Model and multiple lenses to determine the best 

course of action. See the image below from the animation. 
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4.6.2. Whiteboard – Ethical Reasoning During Routine Training 

This is the fourth of four whiteboard animations in this lesson. In this scenario, an Army Civilian, Mrs. 

Pattering, within the US Army Armament Research, Development, and Engineering Center (ARDEC) is 

recounting an incident that occurred during quarterly training with new munitions for the Army’s 155mm 

howitzer. The round performs as required up to a temperature of 110 degrees Fahrenheit. This meets the 

contract specifications for the munitions. However, units are using this howitzer in conditions in the Middle 

East that exceed the 110 degrees Fahrenheit temperature specifications. In testing, at temperatures of 115 

degrees Fahrenheit, the round cooked off and exploded in the gun tube. The animation is an account of how 

Mrs. Pattering applied the Ethical Reasoning Model and multiple lenses to determine the best course of 

action. See the image below from the animation. 

 

 

4.7. IMI Lesson Summary 

There is one screen to provide the summary for this lesson.  

 

Audio/Text: This lesson discussed the importance of upholding the moral principles of the Army 

Ethic and certifying trusted Army professionals in Character, Competence, and Commitment. The 

moral principles were related to the Army Values, and theories of ethical reasoning were presented 

stressing that it is imperative to view the situation from multiple lenses in order to choose a course of 

action that is effective, efficient, and ethical. 
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5. Post Assessment – Video Case Study 

There will be four post-assessment video case studies for this topic to support learning using real-life 

scenarios. The four post-assessment video case studies place the learner in the role of an officer, warrant 

officer, enlisted soldier, and Army Civilian respectively at the appropriate rank/grade and learning level for 

this topic.  

 

The learner will be presented with a video scenario, allowed to choose decision branches, and either pass or 

fail the post-assessment depending upon which branches they select. The post-assessment will provide 

feedback on the learner’s decision-making competencies (either good or bad) and incorporate videos 

showing the consequences of those decisions. The learner has unlimited attempts per learning event level to 

successfully complete the post-assessment.  

 

The four options are weighted as Best, Good, Fair, and Poor. If the learner follows a decision branch that 

does not result in the desired outcome, the post-assessment results should guide them back to the poor 

decisions with an explanation of why the decision chosen had negative consequences. For each decision, the 

available choices are listed. Remember that it is important to explore alternative outcomes also in your 

facilitated discussion. Be sure to answer questions and encourage discussion. 

 

Explain that learners will make decisions as if they were the playable character. They will then be able 

to experience the consequences and consider the effects of their decisions. 

5.1. Overview 

In these case studies, you are presented with situations that require you to think about the Army Ethic and 

ethical reasoning. The American people trust the Army to make discretionary judgments that potentially put 

the lives of their sons and daughters at risk to defend the Nation. They expect the Army to model the best 

values and beliefs of the Nation. We do this by upholding the moral principles of the Army Ethic and 

certifying trusted Army professionals in Character, Competence, and Commitment. 

 

We should aspire to uphold the Army Ethic in our ethical reasoning, decisions, and actions. If you don’t 

achieve the result you want this time, it is important to reflect on how you could handle a similar situation 

differently so you can meet that aspiration in the future.   

 

Important Note 
In all 4 video case studies, aspects of Scenario 2 vary depending on the learner’s response from scenario 1. 

Also, the feedback at the end of Scenario 2 varies depending on the learner’s response from scenario 1.  

 

5.2. Video Case Study 1 – Officers 

This is a case study for Junior Officers. You will be placed in the role of a platoon leader. You will be 

expected to make decisions during the scenario. Your decisions have consequences for you and others and 

you will receive feedback indicating the quality of your decisions.   

 

The platoon has just completed its Army Physical Fitness Test (APFT). The Soldiers returned from a 9-

month deployment three months ago. Specialist (SPC) Young performed well during deployment and was 

recognized by the Battalion Commander after a mission. SPC Smith is a troublemaker whose performance 

fell short with minor infractions in discipline. Both Soldiers failed the APFT by missing the 2-mile run event 
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by a couple of seconds. 2LT Green, the OIC, signed off on both cards correctly. 

 

 
 

5.2.1. Scenario One 

Play the first segment, which is a conversation between SFC Crawford and 2LT Green. SFC Crawford hands 

2LT Green the latest flag report, which identifies SPC Young as promotable, but does not identify SPC Smith 

as promotable. Neither of these Soldiers should be promoted, because they both failed the APFT. However, 

SFC Crawford and 2LT Green engage in a conversation suggesting that perhaps they ignore the results and 

promote SPC Young. The two continue the conversation, and ultimately, SFC Crawford asks 2LT Green what 

he is going to do. This is when you reach the first decision point. Discuss each option with the group. Poll 

the participants to see what they would do, make the choice, and then continue playing. 

 

Question 

If you were 2LT Green, how would you respond? 

 

A. Correct the flag report and have SPC Young counseled about failing a record APFT.  

B. Allow SPC Young and SPC Smith to voluntarily retake the record APFT the next day. Hold their 

promotion recommendations pending the outcome of the APFT. 

C. Change SPC Young and SPC Smith’s APFT to a diagnostic and submit the promotion 

recommendations with the old APFT cards.  

D. Change SPC Young’s APFT to a diagnostic and submit the promotion recommendation with the old 

APFT card. 

 

Takeaways  

A. Choosing to correct the report and then counsel SPC Young about failing the APFT was the best 

decision on your part. You showed personal courage and integrity to ensure Army standards are 

upheld. This was an opportunity for you to enforce the standards fairly and consistently in your 

platoon and set the tone for an ethical climate. 
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B. Choosing to allow both SPC Young and SPC Smith to voluntarily retake the record APFT the next 

day shows that you are trying to be fair and consistent with giving both Soldiers an opportunity to 

succeed. If they pass, their promotion recommendation goes forward; if they fail, you enforce the 

Army standards. But would you have considered doing this if SPC Smith had been the only one to 

fail the APFT. Have you set a new norm within the platoon for future record APFTs that those who 

fail will be given a second chance? Are you being disciplined about upholding the standards? 

 

C. Choosing to change the APFT to a diagnostic test and forward promotion recommendations for both 

Soldiers is consistent. But have you met your responsibility as a leader to enforce Army standards? 

Have you met your responsibility as a good steward to only promote deserving Soldiers? Have you 

set a new norm within the platoon for future record APFTs that those who fail will be given a second 

chance by changing the failed test to a diagnostic?  

 

D. Choosing to change SPC Young’s APFT to a diagnostic and submitting his promotion 

recommendation with the old APFT card wouldn’t seem to be fair or consistent. Should SPC Young 

get special treatment based on his past performance? Have you met your responsibility as a leader to 

enforce Army standards? Have you met your responsibility as a good steward to only promote 

deserving Soldiers? What message are you sending to the rest of the platoon? 

 

5.2.2. Scenario Two 

Play the second scenario in the video. In this scenario, it is the following week, and SFC Crawford 

approaches 2LT Green to let him know that SPC Young and SPC Smith got in an altercation in the barracks. 

SFC Crawford explains that the incident started because SPC Young stood up for SPC Jones, and she 

mentions that alcohol was involved and both Soldiers are under age. 2LT Green asks SFC Crawford what her 

recommendation is for discipline.  

 

The variations in the second scenario pertain to the extent that SFC Crawford defends the actions of SPC 

Young for sticking up for SPC Jones.   

 

This is when you reach the second decision point. Discuss each option with the group. Poll the participants 

to see what they would do, make the choice, and then continue playing. 

 

Question 

If you were 2LT Green, how would you act? 

 

A. Recommend a company-grade Article 15 for both Soldiers. 

B. Recommend letters of reprimand and corrective training for both Soldiers   

C. Recommend a company-grade Article 15 for SPC Smith and counsel SPC Young. 

D. Keep it within the platoon and counsel both Soldiers. 
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Takeaways 

The table below provides details for the feedback and outcome based on the learner’s decisions.  

 

Feedback 

Table 

Scenario 2 Decision 

A 

Best 

Scenario 2 Decision 

B 

Good 

Scenario 2 Decision 

C 

Fair 

Scenario 2 Decision 

D 

Poor 

Scenario 1 

Decision A 

or B- Best or 

Good 

Choosing to 

recommend a 

company-grade 

Article 15 for both 

Soldiers was the best 

decision on your 

part. You showed 

personal courage and 

integrity to ensure 

Army standards were 

upheld. You 

considered the rules 

– both Soldiers were 

drinking under the 

age of 21, a violation 

of state law and the 

UCMJ. You 

considered the 

possible outcomes 

with relation to 

discipline, standards, 

and the impacts on 

the Soldiers and your 

platoon. You upheld 

the Army Ethic in 

your ethical 

reasoning. This was 

an opportunity for 

you to enforce the 

standards in your 

platoon and set the 

tone for an ethical 

climate. You also 

showed fairness and 

consistency when 

recommending 

punishment or taking 

corrective actions. 

You are building a 

trusting relationship 

with CPT Davis, the 

company 

Choosing to 

recommend a letter 

of reprimand and 

corrective training 

for both Soldiers 

was a good decision 

on your part. You 

showed personal 

courage and 

integrity to ensure 

Army standards 

were upheld. You 

considered the rules 

– both Soldiers were 

drinking under the 

age of 21, a 

violation of state 

law and the UCMJ. 

You considered the 

possible outcomes 

with relation to 

discipline, 

standards, and the 

impacts on the 

Soldiers and your 

platoon. You upheld 

the Army Ethic in 

your ethical 

reasoning. This was 

an opportunity for 

you to enforce the 

standards in your 

platoon and set the 

tone for an ethical 

climate. You also 

showed fairness and 

consistency when 

recommending 

punishment or 

taking corrective 

actions. CPT Davis 

took a tougher 

Choosing to 

recommend an 

Article 15 for SPC 

Smith but only 

counsel SPC Young 

may seem fair from 

some perspectives, 

but is it consistent? 

You upheld 

standards with SPC 

Smith, but not SPC 

Young. If SPC 

Young is such a top-

notch Soldier, why 

does his name keep 

coming up with the 

necessity to give 

him special 

treatment? First the 

APFT, now this 

fight. He may not be 

as good a Soldier as 

you are being told. 

You considered the 

rules – both Soldiers 

were drinking under 

the age of 21, a 

violation of state 

law and the UCMJ. 

You considered the 

possible outcomes 

with relation to 

discipline, 

standards, and the 

impacts on the 

Soldiers and your 

platoon. But then 

you only applied the 

rules and virtues to 

SPC Smith. This 

was an opportunity 

for you to enforce 

Choosing to merely 

counsel both 

Soldiers and keep 

the incident 

internal to the 

platoon backfired 

on you. You failed 

to uphold 

discipline, 

standards, and 

ultimately the 

Army Ethic with 

your ethical 

reasoning. Both 

Soldiers were 

drinking under the 

age of 21, a 

violation of state 

law and the UCMJ. 

Your decision 

would indicate you 

were less 

concerned about 

virtues and more 

concerned about 

the Company 

Commander CPT 

Davis finding out 

about indiscipline 

in your platoon. 

You just set a new 

norm for your 

platoon that 

underage drinking 

and fighting are 

acceptable. CPT 

Davis questioned 

your reasoning and 

asked you to go 

back and 

reconsider your 

decision. 
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Feedback 

Table 

Scenario 2 Decision 

A 

Best 

Scenario 2 Decision 

B 

Good 

Scenario 2 Decision 

C 

Fair 

Scenario 2 Decision 

D 

Poor 

commander, and 

your platoon by 

making decisions 

and taking actions 

that demonstrate you 

are a professional of 

character, 

competence, and 

commitment. 

 

Outcome: Pass – Go 

to Summary 

stance than you did, 

deciding to do a 

company-grade 

Article 15, but you 

are building a 

trusting relationship 

with CPT Davis and 

your platoon by 

making decisions 

and taking actions 

that demonstrate 

you are a 

professional of 

character, 

competence, and 

commitment. 

 

Outcome: Pass – Go 

to Summary 

the standards in 

your platoon and set 

the tone for an 

ethical climate. Will 

your platoon see this 

as just, or favoritism 

for SPC Young? 

CPT Davis took 

your advice on SPC 

Smith, but 

questioned your 

reasoning on SPC 

Young. SPC Young 

was defending a 

fellow Soldier, but 

why is underage 

drinking acceptable 

for him but not SPC 

Smith? CPT Davis 

asked you to go 

back and reconsider 

your decision. 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 2 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 2 

Scenario 1 

Decision  

C – Fair 

Choosing to 

recommend a 

company-grade 

Article 15 for both 

Soldiers was the best 

decision on your 

part. You showed 

personal courage and 

integrity to ensure 

Army standards were 

upheld. You 

considered the rules 

– both Soldiers were 

drinking under the 

age of 21, a violation 

of state law and the 

UCMJ. You 

considered the 

possible outcomes 

with relation to 

discipline, standards, 

Choosing to 

recommend a letter 

of reprimand and 

corrective training 

for both Soldiers 

was a good decision 

on your part. You 

showed personal 

courage and 

integrity to ensure 

Army standards are 

upheld. You 

considered the rules 

– both Soldiers were 

drinking under the 

age of 21, a 

violation of state 

law and the UCMJ. 

You considered the 

possible outcomes 

with relation to 

Choosing to 

recommend an 

Article 15 for SPC 

Smith but only 

counsel SPC Young 

may seem fair from 

some perspectives, 

but is it consistent? 

You upheld 

standards with SPC 

Smith, but not SPC 

Young. If SPC 

Young is such a top-

notch Soldier, why 

does his name keep 

coming up with the 

necessity to give 

him special 

treatment? First the 

APFT, now this 

fight. He may not be 

Choosing to merely 

counsel both 

Soldiers and keep the 

incident internal to 

the platoon backfired 

on you. You failed to 

uphold discipline, 

standards, and 

ultimately the Army 

Ethic with your 

ethical reasoning. 

Both Soldiers were 

drinking under the 

age of 21, a violation 

of state law and the 

UCMJ. Your 

decision would 

indicate you were 

less concerned about 

virtues and more 

concerned about the 
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Feedback 

Table 

Scenario 2 Decision 

A 

Best 

Scenario 2 Decision 

B 

Good 

Scenario 2 Decision 

C 

Fair 

Scenario 2 Decision 

D 

Poor 

and the impacts on 

the Soldiers and your 

platoon. You upheld 

the Army Ethic in 

your ethical 

reasoning. This was 

an opportunity for 

you to enforce the 

standards in your 

platoon and set the 

tone for an ethical 

climate. You also 

showed fairness and 

consistency when 

recommending 

punishment or taking 

corrective actions.  

 

However, did you 

create the conditions 

for this fight by not 

upholding Army 

standards for SPC 

Smith and SPC 

Young in your first 

decision? You 

decided to change 

both of their APFTs 

to a diagnostic test 

and recommend 

them for a promotion 

board with older, 

better scores. You 

didn’t afford this 

opportunity to all 

Soldiers and this 

created resentment 

and conflict within 

the platoon. Would 

you make a different 

decision if given a 

second chance? 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 

discipline, 

standards, and the 

impacts on the 

Soldiers and your 

platoon. You upheld 

the Army Ethic in 

your ethical 

reasoning. This was 

an opportunity for 

you to enforce the 

standards in your 

platoon and set the 

tone for an ethical 

climate. You also 

showed fairness and 

consistency when 

recommending 

punishment or 

taking corrective 

actions.  

 

However, did you 

create the conditions 

for this fight by not 

upholding Army 

standards for SPC 

Smith and SPC 

Young in your first 

decision? You 

decided to change 

both of their APFTs 

to a diagnostic test 

and recommend 

them for a 

promotion board 

with older, better 

scores. You didn’t 

afford this 

opportunity to all 

Soldiers and this 

created resentment 

and conflict within 

the platoon. Would 

you make a different 

decision if given a 

second chance? 

as good a Soldier as 

you are being told. 

You considered the 

rules – both Soldiers 

were drinking under 

the age of 21, a 

violation of state 

law and the UCMJ. 

You considered the 

possible outcomes 

with relation to 

discipline, 

standards, and the 

impacts on the 

Soldiers and your 

platoon. But then 

you only applied the 

rules and virtues to 

SPC Smith. This 

was an opportunity 

for you to enforce 

the standards in 

your platoon and set 

the tone for an 

ethical climate. Will 

your platoon see this 

as just, or favoritism 

for SPC Young? 

CPT Davis took 

your advice on SPC 

Smith, but 

questioned your 

reasoning on SPC 

Young. SPC Young 

was defending a 

fellow Soldier, but 

why is underage 

drinking acceptable 

for him but not SPC 

Smith? CPT Davis 

asked you to go 

back and reconsider 

your decision. 

 

Also, did you create 

the conditions for 

Company 

Commander finding 

out about 

indiscipline in your 

platoon. You just set 

a new norm for your 

platoon that 

underage drinking 

and fighting are 

acceptable. CPT 

Davis questioned 

your reasoning and 

asked you to go back 

and reconsider your 

decision. 

 

Also, did you create 

the conditions for 

this fight by not 

upholding Army 

standards for SPC 

Smith and SPC 

Young in your first 

decision? You 

decided to change 

both of their APFTs 

to a diagnostic test 

and recommend 

them for a promotion 

board with older, 

better scores. You 

didn’t afford this 

opportunity to all 

Soldiers and this 

created resentment 

and conflict within 

the platoon. Would 

you make a different 

decision if given a 

second chance? 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 
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Feedback 

Table 

Scenario 2 Decision 

A 

Best 

Scenario 2 Decision 

B 

Good 

Scenario 2 Decision 

C 

Fair 

Scenario 2 Decision 

D 

Poor 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 

this fight by not 

upholding Army 

standards for SPC 

Smith and SPC 

Young in your first 

decision? You 

decided to change 

both of their APFTs 

to a diagnostic test 

and recommend 

them for a 

promotion board 

with older, better 

scores. You didn’t 

afford this 

opportunity to all 

Soldiers and this 

created resentment 

and conflict within 

the platoon. Would 

you make a different 

decision if given a 

second chance? 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 

Scenario 1 

Decision  

D –Poor 

Choosing to 

recommend a 

company-grade 

Article 15 for both 

Soldiers was the best 

decision on your 

part. You showed 

personal courage and 

integrity to ensure 

Army standards are 

upheld. You 

considered the rules 

– both Soldiers were 

drinking under the 

age of 21, a violation 

of state law and the 

UCMJ. You 

considered the 

possible outcomes 

with relation to 

Choosing to 

recommend a letter 

of reprimand and 

corrective training 

for both Soldiers 

was a good decision 

on your part. You 

showed personal 

courage and 

integrity to ensure 

Army standards are 

upheld. You 

considered the rules 

– both Soldiers were 

drinking under the 

age of 21, a 

violation of state 

law and the UCMJ. 

You considered the 

possible outcomes 

Choosing to 

recommend an 

Article 15 for SPC 

Smith but only 

counsel SPC Young 

may seem fair from 

some perspectives, 

but is it consistent? 

You upheld 

standards with SPC 

Smith, but not SPC 

Young. If SPC 

Young is such a top-

notch Soldier, why 

does his name keep 

coming up with the 

necessity to give 

him special 

treatment? First the 

APFT, now this 

Choosing to merely 

counsel both 

Soldiers and keep the 

incident internal to 

the platoon backfired 

on you. You failed to 

uphold discipline, 

standards, and 

ultimately the Army 

Ethic with your 

ethical reasoning. 

Both Soldiers were 

drinking under the 

age of 21, a violation 

of state law and the 

UCMJ. Your 

decision would 

indicate you were 

less concerned about 

virtues and more 
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Feedback 

Table 

Scenario 2 Decision 

A 

Best 

Scenario 2 Decision 

B 

Good 

Scenario 2 Decision 

C 

Fair 

Scenario 2 Decision 

D 

Poor 

discipline, standards, 

and the impacts on 

the Soldiers and your 

platoon. You upheld 

the Army Ethic in 

your ethical 

reasoning. This was 

an opportunity for 

you to enforce the 

standards in your 

platoon and set the 

tone for an ethical 

climate. You also 

showed fairness and 

consistency when 

recommending 

punishment or taking 

corrective actions.  

 

However, did you 

create the conditions 

for this fight by 

showing favoritism 

for SPC Young in 

your first decision? 

You decided to 

change only his 

APFT to a diagnostic 

test and recommend 

him for a promotion 

board with older, 

better scores. You 

didn’t afford this 

opportunity to SPC 

Smith or other 

Soldiers and this 

created resentment 

and conflict within 

the platoon. Would 

you make a different 

decision if given a 

second chance? 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 

with relation to 

discipline, 

standards, and the 

impacts on the 

Soldiers and your 

platoon. You upheld 

the Army Ethic in 

your ethical 

reasoning. This was 

an opportunity for 

you to enforce the 

standards in your 

platoon and set the 

tone for an ethical 

climate. You also 

showed fairness and 

consistency when 

recommending 

punishment or 

taking corrective 

actions.  

 

However, did you 

create the conditions 

for this fight by 

showing favoritism 

for SPC Young in 

your first decision? 

You decided to 

change only his 

APFT to a 

diagnostic test and 

recommend him for 

a promotion board 

with older, better 

scores. You didn’t 

afford this 

opportunity to SPC 

Smith or other 

Soldiers and this 

created resentment 

and conflict within 

the platoon. Would 

you make a different 

decision if given a 

second chance? 

fight. He may not be 

as good a Soldier as 

you are being told. 

You considered the 

rules – both Soldiers 

were drinking under 

the age of 21, a 

violation of state 

law and the UCMJ. 

You considered the 

possible outcomes 

with relation to 

discipline, 

standards, and the 

impacts on the 

Soldiers and your 

platoon. But then 

you only applied the 

rules and virtues to 

SPC Smith. This 

was an opportunity 

for you to enforce 

the standards in 

your platoon and set 

the tone for an 

ethical climate. Will 

your platoon see this 

as just, or favoritism 

for SPC Young. 

CPT Davis took 

your advice on SPC 

Smith, but 

questioned your 

reasoning on SPC 

Young. SPC Young 

was defending a 

fellow Soldier, but 

why is underage 

drinking acceptable 

for him but not SPC 

Smith? CPT Davis 

asked you to go 

back and reconsider 

your decision. 

 

concerned about 

CPT Davis finding 

out about 

indiscipline in your 

platoon. You just set 

a new norm for your 

platoon that 

underage drinking 

and fighting are 

acceptable. CPT 

Davis questioned 

your reasoning and 

asked you to go back 

and reconsider your 

decision. 

 

Also, did you create 

the conditions for 

this fight by showing 

favoritism for SPC 

Young in your first 

decision? You 

decided to change 

only his APFT to a 

diagnostic test and 

recommend him for 

a promotion board 

with older, better 

scores. You didn’t 

afford this 

opportunity to SPC 

Smith or other 

Soldiers and this 

created resentment 

and conflict within 

the platoon. Would 

you make a different 

decision if given a 

second chance? 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 
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Feedback 

Table 

Scenario 2 Decision 

A 

Best 

Scenario 2 Decision 

B 

Good 

Scenario 2 Decision 

C 

Fair 

Scenario 2 Decision 

D 

Poor 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 

Also, did you create 

the conditions for 

this fight by 

showing favoritism 

for SPC Young in 

your first decision? 

You decided to 

change only his 

APFT to a 

diagnostic test and 

recommend him for 

a promotion board 

with older, better 

scores. You didn’t 

afford this 

opportunity to SPC 

Smith or other 

Soldiers and this 

created resentment 

and conflict within 

the platoon. Would 

you make a different 

decision if given a 

second chance? 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 

 

5.2.3. Video Case Study 1 – Summary  

In this case study, you were presented with situations that required you to think about the Army Values and 

Ethics. Duty means fulfilling your obligations and accomplishing the mission as a team. You have a duty to 

build a cohesive team. You also should perform your duty with discipline and to standard. When you accept 

sub-standard performance from your Soldiers, you set a new norm for your unit. You applied ethical 

reasoning and saw the consequences of your decisions and actions. As you think critically and ethically, you 

must recognize the ethical components of a situation, develop and decide on courses of action, and act on 

your decision despite risk, uncertainty, fear, and adversity. It often takes personal courage to make unpopular 

decisions. People won’t always agree with your decision - they may pressure you to change your decision 

out of self-interest, or they may feel you are being disloyal to them, over loyalty to the organization and the 

Army. You should aspire to uphold the Army Ethics, including Values in your daily decisions and actions. If 

you don’t achieve the results you wanted this time, it is important to reflect on how you could handle a 

similar situation differently, so you can meet that aspiration in the future.  
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5.3. Video Case Study 2 – Warrant Officers 

This is a case study for junior warrant officers. You will be placed in a role as a warrant officer in the rank of 

Warrant Officer One (WO1). You will be expected to make decisions during the scenario. Your decisions 

have consequences for you and others, and you will receive feedback indicating the quality of your 

decisions.  

 

WO1 Romero is a newly assigned warrant officer at his first unit of assignment. He is introduced to CPT 

Davis, the Company Commander, by CW3 Pearson.  

 

 
 

5.3.1. Scenario One 

Play the first segment. In this scenario, CPT Davis explains to WO1 Romero that as commander, he is 

available to discuss any issues or problems that come up. After CW3 Pearson and WO1 Romero leave the 

commander’s office, CW3 Pearson tells WO1 Romero that this unit has the best maintenance status for the 

whole battalion, and that there is a section meeting on Monday afternoon to go over the unit’s maintenance 

status. During command maintenance, WO1 Romero is in the motor pool, checking on the maintenance 

status of the vehicles assigned to his section. WO1 Romero notices that there are two vehicles owned by the 

G4 section that should have been reported as dead-lined because they were non-mission capable for over six 

months. Right before the meeting, WO1 Romero notifies CW3 Pearson about the two vehicles that are non-

mission capable. However, CW3 Pearson indicates that he has an appointment and he won’t be at the 

meeting. During the section meeting, Sergeant Major Price asks WO1 Romero about the maintenance status 

of the vehicles assigned to the G4. This is when you reach the first decision point. Discuss each option with 

the group. Poll the participants to see what they would do, make the choice, and then continue playing. 
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Question 

If you were WO1 Romero, how would you respond? 

 

A. Tell SGM Price there are two vehicles that are non-mission capable. 

B. Tell SGM Price you still have to confirm the status of two vehicles. 

C. Tell SGM Price that CW3 Pearson has the status. 

D. Tell SGM Price all vehicles are mission capable. 

 

Takeaways 

The basic ethical conflict is that SGM Price is unaware of two dead-lined vehicles. If you considered a rules-

based lens, you identified that dead-lined vehicles must be reported. If you considered a virtues-based lens, 

you may have considered your responsibility to act with integrity, be a good steward of resources, and 

reinforce trust with the SGM. From an outcomes-based approach, you probably considered the potential 

impact of dead-lined vehicles on mission readiness. It’s important to consider multiple perspectives before 

deciding on a course of action. 

 

A. Choosing to tell SGM Price that there are two vehicles that are non-mission capable was the best 

decision. You are upholding the Army Ethic by being truthful, which builds trust in your integrity. 

You showed personal courage and loyalty to the organization and Army by letting SGM Price know 

the true maintenance status of the vehicles despite potential risk that CW3 Pearson will be unhappy. 

You can’t help wondering if CW3 Pearson knew about the vehicles and didn’t include them on the 

deadline report. 

 

B. Choosing to tell SGM Price you still have to confirm the status of two vehicles was a good decision 

because CW3 Pearson asked you to discuss it with him further after the meeting. It is possible CW3 

Pearson has additional information. You still aren’t being completely forthright, because you haven’t 

told SGM Price the whole truth, but at least you indicated there might be a problem with two 

vehicles. This showed some level of personal courage, as you are trying to be loyal to CW3 Pearson 

while still upholding the Army Ethic. But you also should consider trust and your loyalty to the 

organization and the Army. We are accountable to each other as trusted Army professionals. You 

can’t help wondering if CW3 Pearson knew about the vehicles and didn’t include them on the 

deadline report. 

 

C. Choosing to tell SGM Price that CW3 Pearson has the status was a fair decision on your part. While 

you are telling the truth, you aren’t being forthright. SGM Price is asking you, not CW3 Pearson, and 

you know the answer. You aren’t showing the courage to do what’s right despite risk, uncertainty, 

and fear, and you aren’t accepting your responsibility by passing the buck to CW3 Pearson. We are 

accountable to each other as trusted Army professionals. If SGM Price believes you are hiding 

something, you may lose trust with an important leader.  

 

D. Choosing to tell SGM Price all vehicles are mission capable was a poor decision on your part. You 

failed to uphold the Army Ethic by lying, showing a lack of integrity. By doing this, you also showed 

a lack of personal courage to let SGM Price know the true maintenance status of the vehicles. Even 

though you lied because you wanted to be loyal to CW3 Pearson, you can’t help wondering now if he 

knew about the vehicles and purposely didn’t include them on the deadline report. 
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5.3.2. Scenario Two  

Play the second scenario in the video. This scenario takes place later in the week. WO1 Cortez walks into 

WO1 Romero’s work area. WO1 Cortez informs WO1 Romero that she is going out of town this weekend to 

see her family, but CW3 Pearson is not there to sign the pass form. WO1 Cortez asks WO1 Romero if he will 

sign her form so that she can submit her pass for the weekend. WO1 Cortez further explains that she and her 

husband did not want to move their children out of school, so her husband stayed back with them at their last 

duty station. After showing her license and proof of insurance, WO1 Cortez explains that she has filled 

everything out for WO1 Romero, and that she did the inspection herself to ensure everything was in good 

working order. Furthermore, she explains that CW3 Pearson trusts them to do their own inspections since 

they are maintenance technicians. This is when you reach the second decision point. Discuss each option 

with the group. Poll the participants to see what they would do, make the choice, and then continue 

playing. 

 

Question 

If you were WO1 Romero, how would you respond? 

 

A. Inspect the vehicle before you sign the POV inspection. 

B. Tell WO1 Cortez to wait until CW3 Pearson comes back. 

C. Tell WO1 Cortez to have her NCOIC sign the POV inspection. 

D. Sign the POV inspection. She’s a trained mechanic. 

 

Takeaways 

The basic ethical conflict concerns Soldiers conducting their own inspection. If you considered a rules-based 

lens, you identified that policies prohibit signing a POV inspection unless you conducted the inspection. If 

you considered a virtues-based lens, you might have considered leading by example, doing your duty with 

discipline and to standard, putting the needs of others above your own, and caring for other Soldiers. From 

an outcomes-based approach, you probably considered the potential impact of driving a vehicle without a 

proper POV inspection. It’s important to consider multiple perspectives before deciding on a course of 

action. 

 

The table below provides details for the feedback and outcome based on the learner’s decisions.  

 

Feedback 

Table 

Scenario 2 Decision 

A 

Best 

Scenario 2 Decision 

B 

Good 

Scenario 2 Decision 

C 

Fair 

Scenario 2 Decision 

D 

Poor 

Scenario 1 

Decision  

A or B – 

Best or Good 

You handled the 

dead-lined vehicles 

well, and you were 

selfless in caring for 

your teammate even 

when the situation 

seemed minor or less 

important. What 

ethical reasoning led 

you to commit to this 

decision? The basic 

You handled the 

dead-lined vehicles 

well, but you need 

to be more selfless 

in caring for your 

teammates even 

when the situation 

seems minor or less 

important. What 

ethical reasoning led 

you to commit to 

You handled the 

dead-lined vehicles 

well, but need to be 

more selfless in 

caring for your 

teammates even 

when the situation 

seems minor or less 

important. What 

ethical reasoning led 

you to commit to 

You handled the 

dead-lined vehicles 

well, but need to be 

more selfless in 

caring for your 

teammates even 

when the situation 

seems minor or less 

important. What 

ethical reasoning led 

you to commit to this 
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Feedback 

Table 

Scenario 2 Decision 

A 

Best 

Scenario 2 Decision 

B 

Good 

Scenario 2 Decision 

C 

Fair 

Scenario 2 Decision 

D 

Poor 

ethical conflict was 

Soldiers conducting 

their own inspection. 

If you considered a 

rules-based lens, you 

identified that 

policies prohibit 

signing a POV 

inspection unless 

you conducted the 

inspection. If you 

considered virtues, 

you might have 

considered leading 

by example, doing 

your duty with 

discipline and to 

standard, putting the 

needs of others 

above your own, and 

caring for other 

Soldiers. From an 

outcomes-based 

approach, you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 

of driving a vehicle 

without a proper 

POV inspection. It’s 

important to consider 

multiple perspectives 

before deciding on a 

course of action. 

 

Your choice to 

inspect the vehicle 

before you signed 

the POV inspection 

was the best 

decision. You upheld 

the Army Ethic. You 

showed integrity, led 

by example, and put 

your time and energy 

into doing a proper 

POV inspection to 

this decision? The 

basic ethical conflict 

was Soldiers 

conducting their 

own inspection. If 

you considered a 

rules-based lens, 

you identified that 

policies prohibit 

signing a POV 

inspection unless 

you conducted the 

inspection. If you 

considered virtues, 

you might have 

considered leading 

by example, doing 

your duty with 

discipline and to 

standard, putting the 

needs of others 

above your own, 

and caring for other 

Soldiers. From an 

outcomes 

perspective you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 

of driving a vehicle 

without a POV 

inspection. It’s 

important to 

consider multiple 

perspectives before 

deciding on a course 

of action.  

 

Your choice to wait 

until CW3 Pearson 

returned seemed like 

a good decision. 

You maintained 

your integrity and 

there was sufficient 

time to complete the 

paperwork and 

this decision? The 

basic ethical conflict 

was Soldiers 

conducting their 

own inspection. If 

you considered a 

rules-based lens, 

you identified that 

policies prohibit 

signing a POV 

inspection unless 

you conducted the 

inspection. If you 

considered virtues, 

you might have 

considered leading 

by example, doing 

your duty with 

discipline and to 

standard, putting the 

needs of others 

above your own, 

and caring for other 

Soldiers. From an 

outcomes 

perspective you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 

of driving a vehicle 

without a POV 

inspection. It’s 

important to 

consider multiple 

perspectives before 

deciding on a course 

of action.  

 

By telling 

WO1Cortez to have 

her NCOIC sign the 

POV inspection, 

you protected your 

integrity, but you 

also put your self-

interest ahead of the 

needs of your 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

Soldiers conducting 

their own inspection. 

If you considered a 

rules-based lens, you 

identified that 

policies prohibit 

signing a POV 

inspection unless 

you conducted the 

inspection. If you 

considered virtues, 

you might have 

considered leading 

by example, doing 

your duty with 

discipline and to 

standard, putting the 

needs of others 

above your own, and 

caring for other 

Soldiers. From an 

outcomes-based 

approach, you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 

of not inspecting the 

vehicle. It’s 

important to consider 

multiple perspectives 

before deciding on a 

course of action.  

 

Your choice to sign 

the POV inspection 

without inspecting 

the vehicle was a 

poor decision. You 

didn’t uphold the 

Army Ethic in 

several ways. You 

didn’t lead by 

example or perform 

your duty with 

discipline and to 
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Feedback 

Table 

Scenario 2 Decision 

A 

Best 

Scenario 2 Decision 

B 

Good 

Scenario 2 Decision 

C 

Fair 

Scenario 2 Decision 

D 

Poor 

take care of your 

teammate. You were 

a good steward by 

recommending that 

she should change 

her tires, and you 

potentially prevented 

her from getting 

hurt. Both of your 

decisions potentially 

saved lives. You 

may never get credit 

for what you did but, 

because you 

understand the Army 

Ethic, you realize 

that’s not why you 

do the right thing. 

 

Outcome: Pass – Go 

to Summary 

inspection correctly. 

You upheld the 

moral principles of 

the Army Ethic, but 

WO1 Cortez got 

hurt.  You can’t help 

but wonder if you 

could have done 

more. There is an 

aspirational nature 

to the moral 

principles of the 

Army Ethic to 

always do your best. 

By telling WO1 

Cortez to wait until 

Pearson came back, 

you tried to prevent 

the illegal or 

unethical action. But 

did you really do 

enough? What else 

could you have done 

in this case? Should 

you have talked with 

CW3 Pearson when 

he returned, to 

express your 

concerns about 

safety standards and 

letting people do 

their own POV 

inspection? First the 

unreported vehicles, 

now the POV 

inspection. Is there a 

trend with CW3 

Pearson? 

 

Outcome: Pass – Go 

to Summary 

teammate. Instead 

of leading by 

example and 

selflessly putting 

your time and 

energy into ensuring 

WO1 Cortez would 

be driving a safe 

vehicle this 

weekend, you 

passed the buck to 

her NCOIC. But did 

you really do 

enough? It wasn’t 

your fault she got 

hurt, but you can’t 

help wondering if 

her NCOIC actually 

did an inspection or 

not. You’re mad at 

yourself, because 

you believe if you 

chose the hard right 

over the easy wrong, 

she wouldn’t have 

gotten hurt. You can 

do better in 

upholding the Army 

Ethic. You wish you 

could go back and 

make a different 

decision. 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 2 

standard by 

inspecting the POV 

before signing the 

form. Your word is 

your bond so, by 

signing the form 

without performing 

the inspection, you 

compromised your 

integrity. Most 

importantly, you 

weren’t a good 

steward and didn’t 

take care of WO1 

Cortez. She drove 

off in an unsafe 

vehicle this weekend 

and was hurt. You 

wish you could go 

back and make a 

different decision. 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 2 

Scenario 1 

Decision  

C or D – 

Fair or Poor 

You didn’t get off to 

a good start with 

SGM Price and the 

Company 

Commander, but you 

You didn’t get off to 

a good start with 

SGM Price and the 

Company 

Commander, and 

You didn’t get off to 

a good start with 

SGM Price and the 

Company 

Commander, and 

You didn’t get off to 

a good start with 

SGM Price and the 

Company 

Commander, and 
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Feedback 

Table 

Scenario 2 Decision 

A 

Best 

Scenario 2 Decision 

B 

Good 

Scenario 2 Decision 

C 

Fair 

Scenario 2 Decision 

D 

Poor 

learned from the 

dead-lined vehicles 

and took care of your 

teammate with her 

POV. What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

Soldiers conducting 

their own inspection. 

If you considered a 

rules-based lens, you 

identified that 

policies prohibit 

signing a POV 

inspection unless 

you conduct the 

inspection. If you 

considered virtues, 

you might have 

considered leading 

by example, doing 

your duty with 

discipline and to 

standard, putting the 

needs of others 

above your own, and 

caring for other 

Soldiers. From an 

outcomes-based 

approach, you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 

of driving a vehicle 

without a POV 

inspection. It’s 

important to consider 

multiple perspectives 

before deciding on a 

course of action.  

 

Your choice to 

inspect the vehicle 

before you signed 

the POV inspection 

you need to be more 

selfless in caring for 

your teammate even 

when the situation 

seems minor or less 

important. What 

ethical reasoning led 

you to commit to 

this decision? The 

basic ethical conflict 

was Soldiers 

conducting their 

own inspection. If 

you considered a 

rules-based lens, 

you identified that 

policies prohibit 

signing a POV 

inspection unless 

you conduct the 

inspection. If you 

considered virtues, 

you might have 

considered leading 

by example, doing 

your duty with 

discipline and to 

standard, putting the 

needs of others 

above your own, 

and caring for other 

Soldiers.  From an 

outcomes-based 

approach, you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 

of driving a vehicle 

without a POV 

inspection. It’s 

important to 

consider multiple 

perspectives before 

deciding on a course 

of action.  

 

you need to be more 

selfless in caring for 

your teammate even 

when the situation 

seems minor or less 

important. What 

ethical reasoning led 

you to commit to 

this decision? The 

basic ethical conflict 

was Soldiers 

conducting their 

own inspection. If 

you considered a 

rules-based lens, 

you identified that 

policies prohibit 

signing a POV 

inspection unless 

you conduct the 

inspection. If you 

considered virtues, 

you might have 

considered leading 

by example, doing 

your duty with 

discipline and to 

standard, putting the 

needs of others 

above your own, 

and caring for other 

Soldiers. From an 

outcomes-based 

approach, you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 

of driving a vehicle 

without a POV 

inspection. It’s 

important to 

consider multiple 

perspectives before 

deciding on a course 

of action.  

 

you need to be more 

selfless in caring for 

your teammate even 

when the situation 

seems minor or less 

important. What 

ethical reasoning led 

you to commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

Soldiers conducting 

their own inspection. 

If you considered a 

rules-based lens, you 

identified that 

policies prohibit 

signing a POV 

inspection unless 

you conduct the 

inspection. If you 

considered virtues, 

you might have 

considered leading 

by example, doing 

your duty with 

discipline and to 

standard, putting the 

needs of others 

above your own, and 

caring for other 

Soldiers. From an 

outcomes-based 

approach, you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 

of driving a vehicle 

without a POV 

inspection. It’s 

important to consider 

multiple perspectives 

before deciding on a 

course of action.  

 

Your choice to sign 

the POV inspection 

without inspecting 
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Feedback 

Table 

Scenario 2 Decision 

A 

Best 

Scenario 2 Decision 

B 

Good 

Scenario 2 Decision 

C 

Fair 

Scenario 2 Decision 

D 

Poor 

was the best 

decision. You upheld 

the Army Ethic. You 

showed integrity, led 

by example, and put 

your time and energy 

into doing a proper 

POV inspection to 

take care of your 

teammate. You were 

a good steward by 

recommending that 

she should change 

her tires, and you 

potentially prevented 

her from getting 

hurt. Your second 

decision potentially 

saved a life. You 

may never get credit 

for what you did but, 

because you 

understand the Army 

Ethic, you realize 

that’s not why you 

do the right thing. 

Your first decision, 

however, resulted in 

a loss of trust with 

your chain of 

command. You wish 

you could go back 

and make a different 

decision. 

 

 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 

Your choice to wait 

until CW3 Pearson 

returned seemed like 

a good decision. 

You maintained 

your integrity and 

there was sufficient 

time to complete the 

paperwork and 

inspection correctly. 

You upheld most of 

the moral principles 

of the Army Ethic, 

but WO1 Cortez got 

hurt. You can’t help 

but wonder if you 

could have done 

more. There is an 

aspirational nature 

to the moral 

principles of the 

Army Ethic to 

always do your best. 

By telling WO1 

Cortez to wait until 

Pearson came back, 

you tried to prevent 

the illegal or 

unethical action. But 

did you really do 

enough? What else 

could you have done 

in this case? Should 

you have talked with 

CW3 Pearson when 

he returned, to 

express your 

concerns about 

safety standards and 

letting people do 

their own POV 

inspection? First the 

unreported vehicles, 

now the POV 

inspection. Is there a 

trend with CW3 

By telling WO1 

Cortez to have her 

NCOIC sign the 

POV inspection, 

you protected your 

integrity, but you 

also put your self-

interest ahead of the 

needs of your 

teammate. Instead 

of leading by 

example and 

selflessly putting 

your time and 

energy into ensuring 

WO1 Cortez would 

be driving a safe 

vehicle this 

weekend, you 

passed the buck to 

her NCOIC. But did 

you really do 

enough? It wasn’t 

your fault she got 

hurt, but you can’t 

help wondering if 

her NCOIC actually 

did an inspection or 

not. You’re mad at 

yourself, because 

you believe if you 

chose the hard right 

over the easy wrong, 

she wouldn’t have 

gotten hurt. You can 

do better in 

upholding the Army 

Ethic. Both of your 

decisions 

contributed to a loss 

of trust with your 

chain of command. 

You wish you could 

go back and make 

different decisions. 

 

the vehicle was a 

poor decision. You 

didn’t uphold the 

Army Ethic in 

several ways. You 

didn’t lead by 

example or perform 

your duty with 

discipline and to 

standard by 

inspecting the POV 

before signing the 

form. Your word is 

your bond so, by 

signing the form 

without performing 

the inspection, you 

compromised your 

integrity. Most 

importantly, you 

weren’t a good 

steward and didn’t 

take care of WO1 

Cortez. She drove 

off in an unsafe 

vehicle this weekend 

and was hurt. Both 

of your decisions 

reflected a lack of 

integrity and 

compromised trust 

with your chain of 

command and 

teammates. Once 

lost, trust is very 

hard to regain. You 

wish you could go 

back and make 

different decisions. 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 
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Feedback 

Table 

Scenario 2 Decision 

A 

Best 

Scenario 2 Decision 

B 

Good 

Scenario 2 Decision 

C 

Fair 

Scenario 2 Decision 

D 

Poor 

Pearson? Both of 

your decisions 

contributed to a loss 

of trust with your 

chain of command. 

You wish you could 

go back and make 

different decisions. 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 

 

5.3.3. Video Case Study 2 – Summary  

 In this case study, you applied ethical reasoning and saw the consequences of your decisions and actions. 

You saw the importance of integrity in what you say, report, and do. You saw that duty also means leading 

with discipline, upholding the standard, and being selfless by putting the needs of others above your own. 

Finally, you saw that being a good steward includes taking care of people. As you think critically and 

ethically, you must recognize the ethical components of a situation, develop and decide on courses of action, 

and act on your decision despite risk, uncertainty, fear, and adversity. People won’t always agree with your 

decision - they may pressure you to change your decision out of self-interest, or they may feel you are being 

disloyal to them, over loyalty to the organization and the Army. You also may never get public credit for 

acting ethically, but if you understand the Army Ethic, you realize that isn’t why you do the right thing. 
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5.4. Video Case Study 3 – Enlisted Soldiers 

This is a case study for Junior Enlisted Soldiers. You will be placed in a role as a Specialist (SPC) at an 

Army unit. You will be expected to make decisions during the scenario. Your decisions have consequences 

for you and others and you will receive feedback indicating the quality of your decisions. 

 

SPC Gibson and a female, SPC Young, have both been newly assigned to a combat arms unit integrating 

women for the first time. They know each other from Airborne School or some other prior training and 

Gibson knows Young to be competent and able to perform in combat arms tasks.  Today the unit has a 12-

mile ruck march to the range. At the range the unit will set up for live fire exercises. SPC McGill is the 

acting team leader. SPC McGill is somewhat of a loudmouth, but he’s quickly becoming your friend and has 

a lot of influence with the Squad Leader and Platoon Sergeant. It would be good to have him on your side. 

During the ruck march, SPC McGill starts treating SPC Young disrespectfully. 

 

 
 

5.4.1. Scenario One 

Play the first scenario in the video. In this scenario, the Soldiers are on the ruck march. McGill confronts SPC 

Young during the march asking why she wanted to join combat arms even though she is a woman. After 

Young confidently responds that she is qualified just like everyone else, McGill harasses her and tells her 

that a woman’s place is in the kitchen or bedroom. SPC Gibson overhears the conversation. This is when you 

reach the first decision point. Discuss each option with the group. Poll the participants to see what they 

would do, make the choice, and then continue playing. 
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Question 

If you were SPC Gibson, how would you respond? 

 

A. Openly defend SPC Young, and tell SPC McGill that his comments are inappropriate.   

B. Confront SPC McGill privately. 

C. Don’t say anything. This is between SPC McGill and SPC Young. 

D. Join in with a joke. It will lighten the mood.   

 

Takeaways 

The basic ethical conflict concerns deciding whether to intervene when you observed the team leader treating 

a fellow Soldier disrespectfully and questioning whether women should be in the combat arms. If you 

considered a rules-based lens, you correctly identified that women are allowed to join combat arms units and 

the team leader was harassing SPC Young. From a virtues-based perspective, trusted Army professionals 

recognize the dignity and worth of all people, treating them with respect. SPC Young should be treated as 

you would want to be treated. From an outcomes-based perspective, not intervening condones the disrespect 

and eats away at the squad’s cohesion and mutual trust. Intervening rejects the unethical behavior and could 

prevent SPC McGill from doing this in the future, but it could also result in retribution against you. Did you 

consider multiple perspectives before deciding on a course of action? 

 

A. Your decision to intervene upheld the Army Ethic. You demonstrated personal courage and respect in 

coming to your teammate’s defense. By doing this openly, you sent a clear signal to the entire squad 

that you were rejecting SPC McGill’s disrespect. 

 

B. Your decision to intervene upheld the Army Ethic. You demonstrated respect in coming to your 

teammate’s defense. By doing this privately, you didn’t challenge SPC McGill’s authority and 

embarrass him in front of the rest of the squad. But did you send a clear signal to the entire squad that 

you were rejecting SPC McGill’s disrespect? Does this leave SPC Young with the perspective that 

everyone in the squad agrees with or condones SPC McGill’s behavior? 

 

C. You chose to do nothing thereby compromising the moral principles of the Army Ethic and silently 

condoning the behavior. Does this leave SPC Young with the perspective that everyone in the squad 

agrees with or condones SPC McGill’s behavior? It keeps you on SPC McGill’s good side, but is it 

the right thing to do? 

 

D. You chose to make a joke, but it clearly only added fuel to the fire. You compromised the moral 

principles of the Army Ethic and gave SPC Young the impression that everyone in the squad agreed 

with or condoned SPC McGill’s behavior. It keeps you on SPC McGill’s good side, but is it the right 

thing to do? 

 

5.4.2. Scenario Two 

Play the second scenario in the video. After arriving at the range, the unit sets up for live-fire exercises. The 

team is rehearsing their mission as part of a dry-run. They are in a support-by-fire position in over watch of 

another platoon moving toward the objective. SPC McGill directs the team to focus their fire directly in the 

path of the other platoon. McGill instructs the team to focus fire from the twelve o’clock to three o’clock 

position. Young and Gibson immediately notice that this directive will have them shooting into the 

assaulting platoon. Young speaks up and tells McGill to cease fire. McGill does not want to listen to Young. 
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Young and McGill get into an argument, and then the squad leader enters the situation asking why the squad  

is not set up. McGill blames it on Young, and the squad leader reprimands Young. This is when you reach 

the second decision point. Discuss each option with the group. Poll the participants to see what they would 

do, make the choice, and then continue playing. There are two versions of decisions available to SPC 

Gibson depending on the learner’s choice in the first scenario. 

 

Question 

 

If you were SPC Gibson, what would you do? 

 

Version 1 – if learner selects Options A or B in Scenario One 

 

A. Stand up for SPC Young and tell SSG Potter that it was SPC McGill who gave the unsafe order.   

B. Talk with SPC McGill and encourage him to tell the truth. 

C. Do nothing. This is between SPC Young and SPC McGill. 

D. Tell SSG Potter it was SPC Young who gave the unsafe order. 

 

Version 2 – if learner selects Options C or D in Scenario One 

 

A. Stand up and call a cease fire. Reject the unsafe order.   

B. Pull SPC McGill aside and confront him about the unsafe order. 

C. Do nothing. It’s on SPC McGill. 

D. Tell SPC Young she should confront SPC McGill. 

 

Takeaways 

The basic ethical conflict concerns deciding whether to intervene when SPC McGill lied to the squad leader. 

If you considered a rules-based lens, lying to an NCO violates the UCMJ. From a virtues-based perspective, 

trusted Army professionals are supposed to serve with integrity and reject and report unethical or illegal 

orders. Looking at outcomes, if you let the lie stand, then the squad leader will reprimand SPC Young, and it 

will diminish the squad leader’s trust in her. You will also lose her trust as a teammate. If you tell the squad 

leader what SPC McGill did, McGill will get reprimanded and the squad leader will lose trust in him. You 

will also lose the trust of SPC McGill who is a friend and can help you with his influence with other leaders. 

But do you really want to advance in this way? Do you want to be led by someone who is incompetent, lacks 

character, and could potentially get Soldiers killed with his orders? 

 

The table below provides details for the feedback and outcome based on the learner’s decisions.  

 

Feedback 

Table 

Scenario 2 Decision 

A 

Best 

Scenario 2 Decision 

B 

Good 

Scenario 2 Decision 

C 

Fair 

Scenario 2 Decision 

D 

Poor 

Scenario 1 

Decision  

A – Best 

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

deciding whether to 

intervene when SPC 

McGill lied to SSG 

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

deciding whether to 

intervene when SPC 

McGill lied to SSG 

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

deciding whether to 

intervene when SPC 

McGill lied to SSG 

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

deciding whether to 

intervene when SPC 

McGill lied to SSG 
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Feedback 

Table 

Scenario 2 Decision 

A 

Best 

Scenario 2 Decision 

B 

Good 

Scenario 2 Decision 

C 

Fair 

Scenario 2 Decision 

D 

Poor 

Potter the squad 

leader. If you 

considered a rules-

based lens, lying to 

an NCO violates the 

UCMJ. From a 

virtues perspective, 

trusted Army 

professionals are 

supposed to serve 

with integrity and 

reject and report 

unethical or illegal 

orders. Looking at 

outcomes, if you let 

the lie stand, SPC 

Young will get 

reprimanded by the 

Squad Leader and 

she will not trust her. 

You will also lose 

her trust as a 

teammate. If you tell 

SSG Potter what 

SPC McGill did, 

McGill will get 

reprimanded and the 

Squad Leader will 

lose trust in him. 

You will also lose 

the trust of SPC 

McGill who is a 

friend and can help 

you with his 

influence with other 

leaders. But do you 

really want to 

advance in this way? 

Do you want to be 

led by someone who 

is incompetent, lacks 

character and could 

potentially get 

Soldiers killed with 

his orders? 

 

Potter. If you 

considered a rules-

based lens, lying to 

an NCO violates the 

UCMJ. From a 

virtues perspective, 

trusted Army 

professionals are 

supposed to serve 

with integrity and 

reject and report 

unethical or illegal 

orders. Looking at 

outcomes, if you let 

the lie stand, SPC 

Young will get 

reprimanded by the 

Squad Leader and 

she will not trust 

her. You will also 

lose her trust as a 

teammate. If you tell 

SSG Potter what 

SPC McGill did, 

McGill will get 

reprimanded and the 

Squad Leader will 

lose trust in him. 

You will also lose 

the trust of SPC 

McGill who is a 

friend and can help 

you with his 

influence with other 

leaders. But do you 

really want to 

advance in this way? 

Do you want to be 

led by someone who 

is incompetent, 

lacks character, and 

could potentially get 

Soldiers killed with 

his orders? 

 

Potter. If you 

considered a rules-

based lens, lying to 

an NCO violates the 

UCMJ. From a 

virtues perspective, 

trusted Army 

professionals are 

supposed to serve 

with integrity and 

reject and report 

unethical or illegal 

orders. Looking at 

outcomes, if you let 

the lie stand, SPC 

Young will get 

reprimanded by the 

Squad Leader and 

he will not trust her. 

You will also lose 

her trust as a 

teammate. If you tell 

SSG Potter what 

SPC McGill did, 

McGill will get 

reprimanded and the 

Squad Leader will 

lose trust in him. 

You will also lose 

the trust of SPC 

McGill who is a 

friend and can help 

you with his 

influence with other 

leaders. But do you 

really want to 

advance in this 

way? Do you want 

to be led by 

someone who is 

incompetent, lacks 

character, and could 

potentially get 

Soldiers killed with 

his orders? 

 

Potter. If you 

considered a rules-

based lens, lying to 

an NCO violates the 

UCMJ. From a 

virtues perspective, 

trusted Army 

professionals are 

supposed to serve 

with integrity and 

reject and report 

unethical or illegal 

orders. Looking at 

outcomes, if you let 

the lie stand, SPC 

Young will get 

reprimanded by the 

Squad Leader and 

she will not trust her. 

You will also lose 

her trust as a 

teammate. If you tell 

SSG Potter what 

SPC McGill did, 

McGill will get 

reprimanded and the 

Squad Leader will 

lose trust in him. 

You will also lose 

the trust of SPC 

McGill who is a 

friend and can help 

you with his 

influence with other 

leaders. But do you 

really want to 

advance in this way? 

Do you want to be 

led by someone who 

is incompetent, lacks 

character, and could 

potentially get 

Soldiers killed with 

his orders? 
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A 
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B 
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C 

Fair 

Scenario 2 Decision 

D 

Poor 

Your decision to 

intervene and tell 

SSG Potter the truth 

upheld the Army 

Ethic. You 

demonstrated 

personal courage, 

integrity and respect 

in coming to your 

teammate’s defense 

both during the ruck 

march and at the 

range. By doing this 

openly, you set a 

clear example of 

what right looks like 

to the entire squad 

and built mutual trust 

with your 

teammates. 

 

Outcome: Pass – Go 

to Summary 

Your decision to 

encourage SPC 

McGill to tell the 

truth was honorable 

and loyal in that you 

gave him an 

opportunity to 

correct his lie. As it 

turns out, you 

convinced him 

which resulted in a 

good outcome. But 

what would you 

have done if he 

refused? Would you 

have had the 

personal courage to 

tell SSG Potter the 

truth? The way you 

handled this built 

mutual trust with 

your teammates and 

achieved a good 

outcome, but you 

also have to be 

prepared to meet the 

full aspirational goal 

of upholding the 

Army Ethic by 

directly reporting 

the truth if SPC 

McGill does not. 

Lives may depend 

on it in the future. 

 

Outcome: Pass – Go 

to Summary 

You made a good 

decision by 

intervening during 

the ruck march, but 

your decision to do 

nothing at the range 

failed to uphold the 

Army Ethic. You 

didn’t lie, but you 

also didn’t reject or 

report an unethical 

or illegal order. You 

compromised your 

integrity degrading 

mutual trust with 

your teammates. 

You remained on 

SPC McGill’s good 

side, but now lives 

may depend on his 

character and 

competence in the 

future. Are you 

ready to be led by 

him in combat? 

Would you make a 

different decision if 

given a second 

chance? 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 2 

You made a good 

decision by 

intervening during 

the ruck march, but 

your decision to 

support SPC 

McGill’s lie at the 

range compromised 

your integrity and 

failed to uphold the 

Army Ethic. You 

violated mutual trust 

with your teammates 

by lying for self-

serving purposes. 

You remained on 

SPC McGill’s good 

side, but now lives 

may depend on his 

character and 

competence in the 

future. Are you ready 

to be led by him in 

combat? Would you 

make a different 

decision if given a 

second chance? 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 2 

Scenario 1 

Decision  

B – Good  

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

deciding whether to 

intervene when SPC 

McGill lied to SSG 

Potter. If you 

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

deciding whether to 

intervene when SPC 

McGill lied to SSG 

Potter. If you 

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

deciding whether to 

intervene when SPC 

McGill lied to SSG 

Potter. If you 

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

deciding whether to 

intervene when SPC 

McGill lied to SSG 

Potter. If you 
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considered a rules-

based lens, lying to 

an NCO violates the 

UCMJ. From a 

virtues perspective, 

trusted Army 

professionals are 

supposed to serve 

with integrity and 

reject and report 

unethical or illegal 

orders. Looking at 

outcomes, if you let 

the lie stand, SPC 

Young will get 

reprimanded by the 

Squad Leader and 

she will not trust her. 

You will also lose 

her trust as a 

teammate. If you tell 

SSG Potter what 

SPC McGill did, 

McGill will get 

reprimanded and the 

Squad Leader will 

lose trust in him. 

You will also lose 

the trust of SPC 

McGill who is a 

friend and can help 

you with his 

influence with other 

leaders. But do you 

really want to 

advance in this way? 

Do you want to be 

led by someone who 

is incompetent, lacks 

character and could 

potentially get 

Soldiers killed with 

his orders? 

 

Your decision to 

intervene and tell 

considered a rules-

based lens, lying to 

an NCO violates the 

UCMJ. From a 

virtues perspective, 

trusted Army 

professionals are 

supposed to serve 

with integrity and 

reject and report 

unethical or illegal 

orders. Looking at 

outcomes, if you let 

the lie stand, SPC 

Young will get 

reprimanded by the 

Squad Leader and 

she will not trust 

her. You will also 

lose her trust as a 

teammate. If you tell 

SSG Potter what 

SPC McGill did, 

McGill will get 

reprimanded and the 

Squad Leader will 

lose trust in him. 

You will also lose 

the trust of SPC 

McGill who is a 

friend and can help 

you with his 

influence with other 

leaders. But do you 

really want to 

advance in this way? 

Do you want to be 

led by someone who 

is incompetent, 

lacks character, and 

could potentially get 

Soldiers killed with 

his orders? 

 

Your decision to 

encourage SPC 

considered a rules-

based lens, lying to 

an NCO violates the 

UCMJ. From a 

virtues perspective, 

trusted Army 

professionals are 

supposed to serve 

with integrity and 

reject and report 

unethical or illegal 

orders. Looking at 

outcomes, if you let 

the lie stand, SPC 

Young will get 

reprimanded by the 

Squad Leader and 

she will not trust 

her. You will also 

lose her trust as a 

teammate. If you tell 

SSG Potter what 

SPC McGill did, 

McGill will get 

reprimanded and the 

Squad Leader will 

lose trust in him. 

You will also lose 

the trust of SPC 

McGill who is a 

friend and can help 

you with his 

influence with other 

leaders. But do you 

really want to 

advance in this 

way? Do you want 

to be led by 

someone who is 

incompetent, lacks 

character, and could 

potentially get 

Soldiers killed with 

his orders? 

 

considered a rules-

based lens, lying to 

an NCO violates the 

UCMJ. From a 

virtues perspective, 

trusted Army 

professionals are 

supposed to serve 

with integrity and 

reject and report 

unethical or illegal 

orders. Looking at 

outcomes, if you let 

the lie stand, SPC 

Young will get 

reprimanded by the 

Squad Leader and 

she will not trust her. 

You will also lose 

her trust as a 

teammate. If you tell 

SSG Potter what 

SPC McGill did, 

McGill will get 

reprimanded and the 

Squad Leader will 

lose trust in him. 

You will also lose 

the trust of SPC 

McGill who is a 

friend and can help 

you with his 

influence with other 

leaders. But do you 

really want to 

advance in this way? 

Do you want to be 

led by someone who 

is incompetent, lacks 

character, and could 

potentially get 

Soldiers killed with 

his orders? 

 

You made a good 

decision by 
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SSG Potter the truth 

upheld the Army 

Ethic. You 

demonstrated 

personal courage, 

integrity and respect 

in coming to your 

teammate’s defense 

both during the ruck 

march and at the 

range. By doing this 

openly at the range, 

you set a clear 

example of what 

right looks like to the 

entire squad and 

built mutual trust 

with your 

teammates. 

 

Outcome: Pass – Go 

to Summary 

McGill to tell the 

truth was honorable 

and loyal in that you 

gave him an 

opportunity to 

correct his lie. As it 

turns out, you 

convinced him 

which resulted in a 

good outcome. But 

what would you 

have done if he 

refused? Would you 

have had the 

personal courage to 

tell SSG Potter the 

truth? The way you 

handled this built 

mutual trust with 

your teammates and 

achieved a good 

outcome, but you 

also have to be 

prepared to meet the 

full aspirational goal 

of upholding the 

Army Ethic by 

directly reporting 

the truth if SPC 

McGill does not. 

Lives may depend 

on it in the future. 

 

Outcome: Pass – Go 

to Summary 

You made a good 

decision by 

intervening 

privately during the 

ruck march, but it 

didn’t seem to 

change SPC 

McGill’s opinion. 

Your decision to do 

nothing at the range 

failed to uphold the 

Army Ethic. You 

didn’t lie, but you 

also didn’t reject or 

report an unethical 

or illegal order. You 

compromised your 

integrity degrading 

mutual trust with 

your teammates. 

You remained on 

SPC McGill’s good 

side, but now lives 

may depend on his 

character and 

competence in the 

future. Are you 

ready to be led by 

him in combat? 

Would you make a 

different decision if 

given a second 

chance? 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 2 

intervening privately 

during the ruck 

march, but it didn’t 

seem to change SPC 

McGill’s opinion. 

Your decision to 

support SPC 

McGill’s lie at the 

range compromised 

your integrity and 

failed to uphold the 

Army Ethic. You 

violated mutual trust 

with your teammates 

by lying for self-

serving purposes. 

You remained on 

SPC McGill’s good 

side, but now lives 

may depend on his 

character and 

competence in the 

future. Are you ready 

to be led by him in 

combat? Would you 

make a different 

decision if given a 

second chance? 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 2 

Scenario 1 

Decision  

C – Fair  

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

deciding whether to 

intervene when SPC 

McGill gave the 

unsafe order. If you 

considered a rules-

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

deciding whether to 

intervene when SPC 

McGill gave the 

unsafe order. If you 

considered a rules-

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

deciding whether to 

intervene when SPC 

McGill gave the 

unsafe order. If you 

considered a rules-

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

deciding whether to 

intervene when SPC 

McGill gave the 

unsafe order. If you 

considered a rules-
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based lens, doing 

nothing could be 

considered 

dereliction of duty 

under the UCMJ. 

From a virtues 

perspective, trusted 

Army professionals 

are supposed to 

reject and report 

unethical or illegal 

orders. Looking at 

outcomes, if you let 

the order stand, 

fellow Soldiers could 

get hurt. If you 

challenge SPC 

McGill’s order, it 

may prevent Soldiers 

from getting hurt. 

But SPC McGill may 

consider you to be 

disloyal for 

challenging him. He 

can help you with his 

influence with other 

leaders. But do you 

really want to 

advance in this way? 

Do you want to be 

led by someone who 

is incompetent, lacks 

character and could 

potentially get 

Soldiers killed with 

his orders? 

 

Your decision to 

intervene, call a 

cease fire, and 

correct the unsafe 

order may have 

saved lives. You 

showed the personal 

courage to intervene 

and uphold the Army 

based lens, doing 

nothing could be 

considered 

dereliction of duty 

under the UCMJ. 

From a virtues 

perspective, trusted 

Army professionals 

are supposed to 

reject and report 

unethical or illegal 

orders. Looking at 

outcomes, if you let 

the order stand, 

fellow Soldiers 

could get hurt. If 

you challenge SPC 

McGill’s order, it 

may prevent 

Soldiers from 

getting hurt. But 

SPC McGill may 

consider you to be 

disloyal for 

challenging him. He 

can help you with 

his influence with 

other leaders. But do 

you really want to 

advance in this way? 

Do you want to be 

led by someone who 

is incompetent, 

lacks character and 

could potentially get 

Soldiers killed with 

his orders? 

 

Your decision to 

pull him aside and 

confront him about 

the unsafe order 

could have saved 

lives. You showed 

the personal courage 

to intervene and 

based lens, doing 

nothing could be 

considered 

dereliction of duty 

under the UCMJ. 

From a virtues 

perspective, trusted 

Army professionals 

are supposed to 

reject and report 

unethical or illegal 

orders. Looking at 

outcomes, if you let 

the order stand, 

fellow Soldiers 

could get hurt. If 

you challenge SPC 

McGill’s order, it 

may prevent 

Soldiers from 

getting hurt. But 

SPC McGill may 

consider you to be 

disloyal for 

challenging him. He 

can help you with 

his influence with 

other leaders. But do 

you really want to 

advance in this 

way? Do you want 

to be led by 

someone who is 

incompetent, lacks 

character and could 

potentially get 

Soldiers killed with 

his orders? 

 

Your decision to do 

nothing, first during 

the ruck march and 

now at the range, set 

the conditions for 

Soldiers to get hurt. 

You failed to uphold 

based lens, doing 

nothing could be 

considered 

dereliction of duty 

under the UCMJ. 

From a virtues 

perspective, trusted 

Army professionals 

are supposed to 

reject and report 

unethical or illegal 

orders. Looking at 

outcomes, if you let 

the order stand, 

fellow Soldiers could 

get hurt. If you 

challenge SPC 

McGill’s order, it 

may prevent Soldiers 

from getting hurt. 

But SPC McGill may 

consider you to be 

disloyal for 

challenging him. He 

can help you with his 

influence with other 

leaders. But do you 

really want to 

advance in this way? 

Do you want to be 

led by someone who 

is incompetent, lacks 

character and could 

potentially get 

Soldiers killed with 

his orders? 

 

Your decision to do 

nothing during the 

ruck march and now 

push it on SPC 

Young to do 

something at the 

range set the 

conditions for 

Soldiers to get hurt. 
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Ethic in this case. 

But SPC McGill lied 

to SSG Potter and 

blamed you for the 

unsafe order. No one 

came to your 

defense, probably 

because they were 

following your 

example from the 

ruck march where 

you did nothing to 

defend SPC Young. 

You’ve helped create 

an unethical climate 

where everyone is 

out for themselves 

rather than trusting 

each other and 

operating as a 

cohesive team. 

While your intent 

was honorable 

during your second 

decision, you didn’t 

get the outcome you 

hoped for. Would 

you make different 

decisions if you 

could do it all over 

again? 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 

uphold the Army 

Ethic in this case. 

Although he 

corrected this order, 

SPC McGill 

continued to make 

unsafe decisions and 

you couldn’t correct 

them all. No one 

helped, probably 

because they didn’t 

know you were 

confronting him 

privately and they 

were following your 

example from the 

ruck march where 

you did nothing to 

defend SPC Young. 

You’ve helped 

create an unethical 

climate where 

everyone is out for 

themselves rather 

than trusting each 

other and operating 

as a cohesive team. 

While your intent 

was honorable 

during your second 

decision, you didn’t 

get the outcome you 

hoped for and 

Soldiers almost got 

hurt. Would you 

make different 

decisions if you 

could do it all over 

again? 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 

the Army Ethic and 

everyone else 

followed your 

example. You’ve 

helped create an 

unethical climate 

where everyone is 

out for themselves 

rather than trusting 

each other and 

operating as a 

cohesive team. You 

didn’t get the 

outcome you hoped 

for and almost 

Soldiers got hurt. 

Would you make 

different decisions if 

you could do it all 

over again? 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 

You failed to uphold 

the Army Ethic and 

everyone else 

followed your 

example. Why would 

you expect SPC 

Young to exhibit 

courage when you 

didn’t have the 

courage to support 

her during the ruck 

march? You’ve 

helped create an 

unethical climate 

where everyone is 

out for themselves 

rather than trusting 

each other and 

operating as a 

cohesive team. You 

didn’t get the 

outcome you hoped 

for and Soldiers 

almost got hurt. 

Would you make 

different decisions if 

you could do it all 

over again? 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 

Scenario 1 

Decision  

D – Poor 

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 
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ethical conflict was 

deciding whether to 

intervene when SPC 

McGill gave the 

unsafe order. If you 

considered a rules-

based lens, doing 

nothing could be 

considered 

dereliction of duty 

under the UCMJ. 

From a virtues 

perspective, trusted 

Army professionals 

are supposed to 

reject and report 

unethical or illegal 

orders. Looking at 

outcomes, if you let 

the order stand, 

fellow Soldiers could 

get hurt. If you 

challenge SPC 

McGill’s order, it 

may prevent Soldiers 

from getting hurt. 

But SPC McGill may 

consider you to be 

disloyal for 

challenging him. He 

can help you with his 

influence with other 

leaders. But do you 

really want to 

advance in this way? 

Do you want to be 

led by someone who 

is incompetent, lacks 

character and could 

potentially get 

Soldiers killed with 

his orders? 

 

Your decision to 

intervene, call a 

cease fire, and 

ethical conflict was 

deciding whether to 

intervene when SPC 

McGill gave the 

unsafe order. If you 

considered a rules-

based lens, doing 

nothing could be 

considered 

dereliction of duty 

under the UCMJ. 

From a virtues 

perspective, trusted 

Army professionals 

are supposed to 

reject and report 

unethical or illegal 

orders. Looking at 

outcomes, if you let 

the order stand, 

fellow Soldiers 

could get hurt. If 

you challenge SPC 

McGill’s order, it 

may prevent 

Soldiers from 

getting hurt. But 

SPC McGill may 

consider you to be 

disloyal for 

challenging him. He 

can help you with 

his influence with 

other leaders. But do 

you really want to 

advance in this way? 

Do you want to be 

led by someone who 

is incompetent, 

lacks character and 

could potentially get 

Soldiers killed with 

his orders? 

 

Your decision to 

pull him aside and 

ethical conflict was 

deciding whether to 

intervene when SPC 

McGill gave the 

unsafe order. If you 

considered a rules-

based lens, doing 

nothing could be 

considered 

dereliction of duty 

under the UCMJ. 

From a virtues 

perspective, trusted 

Army professionals 

are supposed to 

reject and report 

unethical or illegal 

orders. Looking at 

outcomes, if you let 

the order stand, 

fellow Soldiers 

could get hurt. If 

you challenge SPC 

McGill’s order, it 

may prevent 

Soldiers from 

getting hurt. But 

SPC McGill may 

consider you to be 

disloyal for 

challenging him. He 

can help you with 

his influence with 

other leaders. But do 

you really want to 

advance in this 

way? Do you want 

to be led by 

someone who is 

incompetent, lacks 

character and could 

potentially get 

Soldiers killed with 

his orders? 

 

ethical conflict was 

deciding whether to 

intervene when SPC 

McGill gave the 

unsafe order. If you 

considered a rules-

based lens, doing 

nothing could be 

considered 

dereliction of duty 

under the UCMJ. 

From a virtues 

perspective, trusted 

Army professionals 

are supposed to 

reject and report 

unethical or illegal 

orders. Looking at 

outcomes, if you let 

the order stand, 

fellow Soldiers could 

get hurt. If you 

challenge SPC 

McGill’s order, it 

may prevent Soldiers 

from getting hurt. 

But SPC McGill may 

consider you to be 

disloyal for 

challenging him. He 

can help you with his 

influence with other 

leaders. But do you 

really want to 

advance in this way? 

Do you want to be 

led by someone who 

is incompetent, lacks 

character and could 

potentially get 

Soldiers killed with 

his orders? 

 

Your decision to 

make an 

inappropriate joke 
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correct the unsafe 

order may have 

saved lives. You 

showed the personal 

courage to intervene 

and uphold the Army 

Ethic in this case. 

But SPC McGill lied 

to SSG Potter and 

blamed you for the 

unsafe order. No one 

came to your 

defense, probably 

because they were 

following your 

example from the 

ruck march where 

you just added fuel 

to the fire by making 

an inappropriate joke 

about SPC Young. 

You’ve helped create 

an unethical climate 

where everyone is 

out for themselves 

rather than trusting 

each other and 

operating as a 

cohesive team. 

While your intent 

was honorable 

during your second 

decision, you didn’t 

get the outcome you 

hoped for. Would 

you make different 

decisions if you 

could do it all over 

again? 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 

confront him about 

the unsafe order 

could have saved 

lives. You showed 

the personal courage 

to intervene and 

uphold the Army 

Ethic in this case. 

Although he 

corrected this order, 

SPC McGill 

continued to make 

unsafe decisions and 

you couldn’t correct 

them all. No one 

helped, probably 

because they didn’t 

know you were 

confronting him 

privately and they 

were following your 

example from the 

ruck march where 

you just added fuel 

to the fire by 

making an 

inappropriate joke 

about SPC Young. 

You’ve helped 

create an unethical 

climate where 

everyone is out for 

themselves rather 

than trusting each 

other and operating 

as a cohesive team. 

While your intent 

was honorable 

during your second 

decision, you didn’t 

get the outcome you 

hoped for and 

Soldiers almost got 

hurt. Would you 

make different 

decisions if you 

Your decision to 

make an 

inappropriate joke 

about SPC Young 

during the ruck 

march and now do 

nothing about the 

unsafe order at the 

range, set the 

conditions for 

Soldiers to get hurt. 

You failed to uphold 

the Army Ethic and 

everyone else 

followed your 

example. You’ve 

helped create an 

unethical climate 

where everyone is 

out for themselves 

rather than trusting 

each other and 

operating as a 

cohesive team. You 

didn’t get the 

outcome you hoped 

for and Soldiers 

almost got hurt. 

Would you make 

different decisions if 

you could do it all 

over again? 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 

about SPC Young 

during the ruck 

march and now push 

it on SPC Young to 

do something at the 

range set the 

conditions for 

Soldiers to get hurt. 

You failed to uphold 

the Army Ethic and 

everyone else 

followed your 

example. Why would 

you expect SPC 

Young to exhibit 

courage when you 

didn’t have the 

courage to support 

her during the ruck 

march? You’ve 

helped create an 

unethical climate 

where everyone is 

out for themselves 

rather than trusting 

each other and 

operating as a 

cohesive team. You 

didn’t get the 

outcome you hoped 

for and Soldiers 

almost got hurt. 

Would you make 

different decisions if 

you could do it all 

over again? 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 
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Table 

Scenario 2 Decision 

A 

Best 

Scenario 2 Decision 

B 

Good 

Scenario 2 Decision 

C 

Fair 

Scenario 2 Decision 

D 

Poor 

could do it all over 

again? 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 

 

5.4.3. Video Case Study 3 – Summary 

In this case study, you were presented with situations that required you to think about the Army Ethic. Duty 

means fulfilling your obligations and accomplishing the mission as a team. You have a duty to build a 

cohesive team and this requires showing respect for all members of the team. Trusted Army professionals 

need to demonstrate integrity and serve honorably by rejecting or reporting unethical or illegal orders. You 

applied ethical reasoning and saw the consequences of your decisions and actions. As you think critically and 

ethically, you must recognize the ethical components of a situation, develop and decide on courses of action, 

and act on your decision despite risk, uncertainty, fear, and adversity.  

 

It often takes personal courage to make unpopular decisions. People won’t always agree with your decision - 

they may pressure you to change your decision out of self-interest, or they may feel you are being disloyal to 

them, over loyalty to the organization and the Army. You should aspire to uphold the Army Ethics in your 

daily decisions and actions. If you don’t achieve the results you wanted this time, it is important to reflect on 

how you could handle a similar situation differently, so you can meet that aspiration in the future.  

 

5.5. Video Case Study 4 – Army Civilians 

This is a case study for junior Army Civilian employees. You are George David, a Civilian employee who 

has completed his probationary period. You will be expected to make decisions during this video scenario. 

Your decisions have consequences for you and others and you will receive feedback indicating the quality of 

your decisions.   

 

There are seven (7) Civilians in this case study. Stewart is a GS-13 Resource Management Department 

Chief. Joyce is a GS-11 Supervisor. George, Bernice, Kate, and Gwen are GS-07 Budget Specialists. Todd is 

a GS-07 IT Specialist.  
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5.5.1. Scenario One 

Play the first segment. In this scenario, Joyce schedules a meeting in her office with her team on Monday 

morning. She explains to George, Bernice, Kate, and Gwen that they will have to work extra hours this week 

to finish the internal audit. Furthermore, she tells them that they will have to be selfless and take one for the 

team, because the Department Chief discourages overtime. The scenario is written from the perspective of 

George. This is when you reach the first decision point. Discuss each option with the group. Poll the 

participants to see what they would do, make the choice, and then continue playing. 

 

Question 

If you were George, how would you respond?   

 

A. See Joyce privately. Suggest she tell the boss she is going to use compensatory time instead of 

overtime.  

B. Do what everyone else is doing. Take one for the team. 

C. This is wrong. Tell Joyce in front of everyone. 

D. Say nothing, but leave on time at the end of the day  

 

Takeaways 

A. What ethical reasoning led you to commit to this decision? When applying the ethical reasoning 

model, you should evaluate the options from several vantage points. The basic ethical conflict was 

your supervisor asking you to work without compensation for the good of the team. If you considered 

a rules-based lens, you correctly identified that employees should be fairly compensated for time 

worked. If you considered a virtues-based lens, you may have considered that being selfless and 

performing your duty to accomplish the mission as a team might be more important than getting 

compensated for the extra time worked. From an outcomes-based approach, you probably considered 

most people would be best served by the audit being done on time, and individually committing your 

time and energy would build trust. It’s important to consider multiple perspectives before deciding on 

a course of action. You took a good approach, privately suggesting an alternative to your supervisor 

that would accomplish the mission in the right way. This reminded her about fair compensation, but 

in a way that allowed her to maintain the respect of the team. You demonstrated respect for your 

supervisor and support for the decision. Good decision. But what would you do if she still insisted on 

no compensation for the extra work? 

 

B. What ethical reasoning led you to commit to this decision? The basic ethical conflict was your 

supervisor asking you to work without compensation for the good of the team.  When applying the 

ethical reasoning model, you should evaluate the options from several vantage points. If you 

considered a rules-based lens, you correctly identified that employees should be fairly compensated 

for time worked. If you considered a virtues-based lens, you may have considered that being selfless 

and performing your duty to accomplish the mission as a team might be more important than getting 

compensated for the extra time worked. From an outcomes-based approach, you probably considered 

most people would be best served by the audit being done on time, and individually committing your 

time and energy would build trust. It’s important to consider multiple perspectives before deciding on 

a course of action. Despite all this, you can’t help thinking that what Joyce is asking the team to do is 

wrong, and you just went along to get along. Should you have done something else? Is this the 

example you want to set for others and the profession? 
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C. What ethical reasoning led you to commit to this decision? The basic ethical conflict was your 

supervisor asking you to work without compensation for the good of the team.  When applying the 

ethical reasoning model, you should evaluate the options from several vantage points.  If you 

considered a rules-based lens, you correctly identified that employees should be fairly compensated 

for time worked. From a virtues-based lens you showed personal courage by raising the problem to 

your supervisor. But did you fully consider the outcomes-based lens in your decision? By challenging 

Joyce in front of everyone, you put her on the defensive decreasing the chance of working out an 

alternative solution to get the mission done in the right way. You may have been trying to do the right 

thing, but the way you approached it didn’t help. The ethical problem remains, and now Joyce may 

think you’re selfish and not trust you.  It’s important to consider multiple perspectives before 

deciding on a course of action. 

 

D. Did you see an ethical conflict with what Joyce is asking the team to do? The basic ethical conflict 

was your supervisor asking you to work without compensation for the good of the team. When 

applying the ethical reasoning model, you should evaluate the options from several vantage points. If 

you considered a rules-based lens, you correctly identified that employees should be fairly 

compensated for time worked. You didn’t violate any rules, but was your decision self-serving? Did 

you also consider a virtues-based lens or outcomes-based lens in your decision? By saying nothing 

and leaving on time, you didn’t show much personal courage in telling your supervisor why. You 

also left your teammates to accomplish the mission without your help putting self-interest over your 

duty to complete the mission as a team. From an organizational aspect, negative outcomes of your 

decision could include the organization not completing their budget audit on time, the organization 

not receiving their new budget until the audit is complete, or the remaining employees having to cut 

corners and not catching some mistakes resulting in an official audit or investigation. From an 

individual perspective, your supervisor and teammates may consider you to be a selfish person and 

lose trust in you. It’s important to consider multiple perspectives before deciding on a course of 

action. 

 

5.5.2. Scenario Two 

Play the second scenario in the video. In this scenario, it is Friday morning. Joyce calls Bernice into her 

office. At first, Bernice thinks she has done something wrong. Joyce assures her that she has done nothing 

wrong, and she tells Bernice that the Department Chief has asked her to get the report done so he can send it 

to the Commander by Monday morning. Then she gives her a sympathetic look and asks Bernice to finish the 

report for her while she reviews the audit work. She abruptly dismisses her, telling her she will send the draft 

report to her immediately. Bernice stands to leave and tells Joyce that she will get as much done as she can, 

but that she cannot stay late as her husband is out of town, and she needs to pick up her children from the 

after-school program at 5:30 p.m. Joyce then tells her that she can send the report to her home email, and 

work on it over the weekend.  

 

About an hour before quitting time, George drops by Bernice’s desk. George tells Bernice it is almost time to 

go home, then asks Bernice what she is working on. Bernice explains that Joyce asked her to finish the audit 

report for her, and that she needs it first thing Monday morning. She continues to explain that she has to pick 

up her kids at 5:30 p.m., and that Joyce told her she could email it to her home and finish it there if she could 

not finish it during office hours. This is when you reach the first decision point. Discuss each option with 

the group. Poll the participants to see what they would do, make the choice, and then continue playing. 
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Question 

If you were George, how would you respond?   

 

A. Call the IT section to see if there is another solution. 

B. Remind Joyce of the rules against working on sensitive information on a personal computer. 

C. Remind Bernice of the rules against working on sensitive information on a personal computer. 

D. Do nothing. This is between Joyce and Bernice. 

 

Takeaways 

Did you see an ethical conflict with what Joyce is asking Bernice to do? The basic ethical conflict was Joyce 

asking Bernice to work on sensitive information at home on a personal computer against existing IT policies. 

When applying the Ethical Reasoning Model, you should evaluate the options from several vantage points. If 

you considered a rules-based lens, you identified that IT policies prohibit working on sensitive information 

on personal computers. If you considered a virtues-based lens, you may have considered that you have a 

responsibility to prevent or report illegal or unethical orders and actions. From an outcomes-based approach, 

you probably considered the potential impact of sensitive information getting into the wrong hands. It’s 

important to consider multiple perspectives before deciding on a course of action.  

 

The table below provides details for the feedback and outcome based on the learner’s decisions.  

 

 

Feedback 

Table 

Scenario 2 Decision 

A 

Best 

Scenario 2 Decision 

B 

Good 

Scenario 2 Decision 

C 

Fair 

Scenario 2 Decision 

D 

Poor 

Scenario 1 

Decision  

A – Best 

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

Joyce asking Bernice 

to work on sensitive 

information at home 

on a personal 

computer against 

existing IT policies.  

When applying the 

ethical reasoning 

model you should 

evaluate the options 

from several vantage 

points. If you 

considered a rules-

based lens, you 

identified that IT 

policies prohibit 

working on sensitive 

information on 

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

Joyce asking 

Bernice to work on 

sensitive 

information at home 

on a personal 

computer against 

existing IT policies. 

When applying the 

ethical reasoning 

model you should 

evaluate the options 

from several 

vantage points. You 

were looking at this 

through a rules-

based lens when you 

reminded Joyce of 

the rules. You also 

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

Joyce asking 

Bernice to work on 

sensitive 

information at home 

on a personal 

computer against 

existing IT policies. 

When applying the 

ethical reasoning 

model you should 

evaluate the options 

from several 

vantage points. You 

were looking at this 

through a rules-

based lens when you 

reminded Bernice of 

the rules. If you 

Did you see an 

ethical conflict with 

what Joyce is asking 

Bernice to do?   The 

basic ethical conflict 

was Joyce asking 

Bernice to work on 

sensitive information 

at home on a 

personal computer 

against existing IT 

policies. When 

applying the ethical 

reasoning model, 

you should evaluate 

the options from 

several vantage 

points. If you 

considered a rules-

based lens, you 

identified that IT 

policies prohibit 

working on sensitive 
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Table 

Scenario 2 Decision 

A 

Best 

Scenario 2 Decision 

B 

Good 

Scenario 2 Decision 

C 

Fair 

Scenario 2 Decision 

D 

Poor 

personal computers. 

If you considered a 

virtues-based lens, 

you may have 

considered that you 

have a responsibility 

to prevent or report 

illegal or unethical 

orders and actions. 

From an outcomes-

based approach, you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 

of sensitive 

information getting 

into the wrong 

hands. You looked 

for solutions that 

would accomplish 

the mission while 

also showing 

compassion for your 

teammate Bernice. 

It’s important to 

consider multiple 

perspectives before 

deciding on a course 

of action. By 

contacting the IT 

section to look for 

other solutions, you 

discovered that the 

IT section could set 

Bernice up with a 

government 

computer and VPN 

connection to work 

on the files from 

home without 

sacrificing security. 

There are often 

alternatives to 

accomplish the 

mission in the right 

way. By not being 

deterred at the first 

may have 

considered a virtues-

based lens, in your 

decision to tell 

Joyce she might 

have given Bernice 

an illegal or 

unethical order. 

From an outcomes-

based approach, you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 

of sensitive 

information getting 

into the wrong 

hands. It’s important 

to consider multiple 

perspectives before 

deciding on a course 

of action. By 

reminding Joyce of 

the rules, you tried 

to prevent the illegal 

or unethical action. 

Joyce considered 

your advice because 

you were a team 

player and 

recommended a 

good solution 

previously for 

compensatory time 

to work the extra 

hours for the audit. 

She trusted that you 

were only looking 

out for your 

teammate Bernice 

and agreed that she 

could try harder to 

get an extension for 

the report or just put 

in the extra work 

herself. As a result, 

the report got done 

in the right way.  

considered a virtues-

based lens, you may 

have considered that 

you have a 

responsibility to 

prevent or report 

illegal or unethical 

orders and actions. 

From an outcomes-

based approach, you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 

of sensitive 

information getting 

into the wrong 

hands. It’s important 

to consider multiple 

perspectives before 

deciding on a course 

of action. By 

reminding Bernice 

of the rules, you 

tried to prevent the 

illegal or unethical 

action. But did you 

really do enough? 

Part of ethical 

reasoning includes 

acting on your 

decision even when 

presented with risk, 

uncertainty, or 

adversity. Bernice 

was put in a difficult 

situation and didn’t 

follow your advice 

because she didn’t 

have the personal 

courage to challenge 

Joyce. As a result, 

the report did get 

into the wrong 

hands and Bernice 

paid the price. You 

feel that you tried to 

warn her, but could 

information on 

personal computers. 

If you considered a 

virtues-based lens, 

you may have 

considered that you 

have a responsibility 

to prevent or report 

illegal or unethical 

orders and actions. 

From an outcomes-

based approach, you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 

of sensitive 

information getting 

into the wrong 

hands. It’s important 

to consider multiple 

perspectives before 

deciding on a course 

of action. By doing 

nothing, you either 

didn’t consider rules, 

virtues, and 

outcomes, or you 

were selfish in not 

wanting to get 

involved. As a result, 

the report did get 

into the wrong hands 

and Bernice paid the 

price. You feel bad 

about doing nothing 

to prevent this from 

happening and wish 

you could turn back 

the clock and make a 

different decision. 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 2 
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Scenario 2 Decision 

A 

Best 

Scenario 2 Decision 

B 

Good 

Scenario 2 Decision 

C 

Fair 

Scenario 2 Decision 

D 

Poor 

sign of adversity or 

challenge you are 

exhibiting 

commitment to 

upholding the Army 

Ethic. 

 

Outcome: Pass – Go 

to Summary 

 

Outcome: Pass – Go 

to Summary 

you have done more 

or made better 

decisions? 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 2 

Scenario 1 

Decision  

B – Good 

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

Joyce asking Bernice 

to work on sensitive 

information at home 

on a personal 

computer against 

existing IT policies.  

When applying the 

ethical reasoning 

model you should 

evaluate the options 

from several vantage 

points. If you 

considered a rules-

based lens, you 

identified that IT 

policies prohibit 

working on sensitive 

information on 

personal computers. 

If you considered a 

virtues-based lens, 

you may have 

considered that you 

have a responsibility 

to prevent or report 

illegal or unethical 

orders and actions. 

From an outcomes-

based approach, you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 

of sensitive 

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

Joyce asking 

Bernice to work on 

sensitive 

information at home 

on a personal 

computer against 

existing IT policies. 

When applying the 

ethical reasoning 

model you should 

evaluate the options 

from several 

vantage points. You 

were looking at this 

through a rules-

based lens when you 

reminded Joyce of 

the rules. You also 

may have 

considered a virtues-

based lens, in your 

decision to tell 

Joyce she might 

have given Bernice 

an illegal or 

unethical order. 

From an outcomes-

based approach, you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 

of sensitive 

information getting 

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

Joyce asking 

Bernice to work on 

sensitive 

information at home 

on a personal 

computer against 

existing IT policies. 

When applying the 

ethical reasoning 

model you should 

evaluate the options 

from several 

vantage points. You 

were looking at this 

through a rules-

based lens when you 

reminded Bernice of 

the rules. If you 

considered a virtues-

based lens, you may 

have considered that 

you have a 

responsibility to 

prevent or report 

illegal or unethical 

orders and actions. 

From an outcomes-

based approach, you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 

of sensitive 

information getting 

Did you see an 

ethical conflict with 

what Joyce is asking 

Bernice to do?   The 

basic ethical conflict 

was Joyce asking 

Bernice to work on 

sensitive information 

at home on a 

personal computer 

against existing IT 

policies. When 

applying the ethical 

reasoning model, 

you should evaluate 

the options from 

several vantage 

points. If you 

considered a rules-

based lens, you 

identified that IT 

policies prohibit 

working on sensitive 

information on 

personal computers. 

If you considered a 

virtues-based lens, 

you may have 

considered that you 

have a responsibility 

to prevent or report 

illegal or unethical 

orders and actions. 

From an outcomes-

based approach, you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 
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Scenario 2 Decision 

A 

Best 

Scenario 2 Decision 

B 

Good 

Scenario 2 Decision 

C 

Fair 

Scenario 2 Decision 

D 

Poor 

information getting 

into the wrong 

hands. You looked 

for solutions that 

would accomplish 

the mission while 

also showing 

compassion for your 

teammate Bernice. 

It’s important to 

consider multiple 

perspectives before 

deciding on a course 

of action. By 

contacting the IT 

section to look for 

other solutions, you 

discovered that the 

IT section could set 

Bernice up with a 

government 

computer and VPN 

connection to work 

on the files from 

home without 

sacrificing security. 

There are often 

alternatives to 

accomplish the 

mission in the right 

way. By not being 

deterred at the first 

sign of adversity or 

challenge you are 

exhibiting 

commitment to 

upholding the Army 

Ethic. 

 

Outcome: Pass – Go 

to Summary 

into the wrong 

hands. It’s important 

to consider multiple 

perspectives before 

deciding on a course 

of action. By 

reminding Joyce of 

the rules, you tried 

to prevent the illegal 

or unethical action. 

Joyce considered 

your advice because 

you were a team 

player in agreeing to 

work the extra hours 

for the audit. She 

trusted that you 

were only looking 

out for your 

teammate Bernice 

and agreed that she 

could try harder to 

get an extension for 

the report or just put 

in the extra work 

herself. As a result, 

the report got done 

in the right way. 

 

Outcome: Pass – Go 

to Summary 

into the wrong 

hands. It’s important 

to consider multiple 

perspectives before 

deciding on a course 

of action. By 

reminding Bernice 

of the rules, you 

tried to prevent the 

illegal or unethical 

action. But did you 

really do enough? 

Part of ethical 

reasoning includes 

acting on your 

decision even when 

presented with risk, 

uncertainty, or 

adversity. Bernice 

was put in a difficult 

situation and didn’t 

follow your advice 

because she didn’t 

have the personal 

courage to challenge 

Joyce. As a result, 

the report did get 

into the wrong 

hands and Bernice 

paid the price. You 

feel that you tried to 

warn her, but could 

you have done more 

or made better 

decisions? 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 2 

of sensitive 

information getting 

into the wrong 

hands. It’s important 

to consider multiple 

perspectives before 

deciding on a course 

of action. By doing 

nothing, you either 

didn’t consider rules, 

virtues, and 

outcomes, or you 

were selfish in not 

wanting to get 

involved. As a result, 

the report did get 

into the wrong hands 

and Bernice paid the 

price. You feel bad 

about doing nothing 

to prevent this from 

happening and wish 

you could turn back 

the clock and make a 

different decision. 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 2 

Scenario 1 

Decision  

C – Fair  

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

Did you see an 

ethical conflict with 

what Joyce is asking 

Bernice to do?   The 

basic ethical conflict 
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Scenario 2 Decision 

A 

Best 

Scenario 2 Decision 

B 

Good 

Scenario 2 Decision 

C 

Fair 

Scenario 2 Decision 

D 

Poor 

Joyce asking Bernice 

to work on sensitive 

information at home 

on a personal 

computer against 

existing IT policies.  

When applying the 

ethical reasoning 

model you should 

evaluate the options 

from several vantage 

points. If you 

considered a rules-

based lens, you 

identified that IT 

policies prohibit 

working on sensitive 

information on 

personal computers. 

If you considered a 

virtues-based lens, 

you may have 

considered that you 

have a responsibility 

to prevent or report 

illegal or unethical 

orders and actions. 

From an outcomes-

based approach, you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 

of sensitive 

information getting 

into the wrong 

hands. You looked 

for solutions that 

would accomplish 

the mission while 

also showing 

compassion for your 

teammate Bernice. 

It’s important to 

consider multiple 

perspectives before 

deciding on a course 

of action. By 

Joyce asking 

Bernice to work on 

sensitive 

information at home 

on a personal 

computer against 

existing IT policies. 

When applying the 

ethical reasoning 

model you should 

evaluate the options 

from several 

vantage points. You 

were looking at this 

through a rules-

based lens when you 

reminded Joyce of 

the rules. You also 

may have 

considered a virtues-

based lens in your 

decision to tell 

Joyce she might 

have given Bernie 

an illegal or 

unethical order. 

From an outcomes-

based approach, you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 

of sensitive 

information getting 

into the wrong 

hands. It’s important 

to consider multiple 

perspectives before 

deciding on a course 

of action. By 

reminding Joyce of 

the rules, you tried 

to prevent the illegal 

or unethical action. 

But did you really 

do enough? Part of 

ethical reasoning 

includes acting on 

Joyce asking 

Bernice to work on 

sensitive 

information at home 

on a personal 

computer against 

existing IT policies. 

When applying the 

ethical reasoning 

model you should 

evaluate the options 

from several 

vantage points. You 

were looking at this 

through a rules-

based lens when you 

reminded Bernice of 

the rules. If you 

considered a virtues-

based lens, you may 

have considered that 

you have a 

responsibility to 

prevent or report 

illegal or unethical 

orders and actions. 

From an outcomes-

based approach, you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 

of sensitive 

information getting 

into the wrong 

hands. It’s important 

to consider multiple 

perspectives before 

deciding on a course 

of action. By 

reminding Bernice 

of the rules, you 

tried to prevent the 

illegal or unethical 

action. But did you 

really do enough? 

Part of ethical 

reasoning includes 

was Joyce asking 

Bernice to work on 

sensitive information 

at home on a 

personal computer 

against existing IT 

policies. When 

applying the ethical 

reasoning model, 

you should evaluate 

the options from 

several vantage 

points. If you 

considered a rules-

based lens, you 

identified that IT 

policies prohibit 

working on sensitive 

information on 

personal computers. 

If you considered a 

virtues-based lens, 

you may have 

considered that you 

have a responsibility 

to prevent or report 

illegal or unethical 

orders and actions. 

From an outcomes-

based approach, you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 

of sensitive 

information getting 

into the wrong 

hands. It’s important 

to consider multiple 

perspectives before 

deciding on a course 

of action. By doing 

nothing, you either 

didn’t consider rules, 

virtues, and 

outcomes, or you 

were selfish in not 

wanting to get 
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Table 
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A 

Best 

Scenario 2 Decision 

B 

Good 

Scenario 2 Decision 

C 

Fair 

Scenario 2 Decision 

D 

Poor 

contacting the IT 

section to look for 

other solutions, you 

discovered that the 

IT section could set 

Bernice up with a 

government 

computer and VPN 

connection to work 

on the files from 

home without 

sacrificing security. 

There are often 

alternatives to 

accomplish the 

mission in the right 

way. By not being 

deterred at the first 

sign of adversity or 

challenge you are 

exhibiting 

commitment to 

upholding the Army 

Ethic. 

 

Outcome: Pass -Go 

to Summary 

your decision even 

when presented with 

risk, uncertainty, or 

adversity. Joyce 

pushed back on your 

reminder because 

she didn’t believe 

you were a team 

player and had no 

confidence in your 

advice. As a result, 

the report did get 

into the wrong 

hands and Bernice 

paid the price. You 

feel that you tried to 

warn Joyce, but 

could you have done 

more or made better 

decisions? 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 

acting on your 

decision even when 

presented with risk, 

uncertainty, or 

adversity. Bernice 

was put in a difficult 

situation and didn’t 

follow your advice 

because she didn’t 

have the personal 

courage to challenge 

Joyce. As a result, 

the report did get 

into the wrong 

hands and Bernice 

paid the price. You 

feel that you tried to 

warn her, but could 

you have done more 

or made better 

decisions 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 

involved. As a result, 

the report did get 

into the wrong hands 

and Bernice paid the 

price. You feel bad 

about doing nothing 

to prevent this from 

happening and wish 

you could turn back 

the clock and make a 

different decision. 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 

Scenario 1 

Decision  

D – Poor 

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

Joyce asking Bernice 

to work on sensitive 

information at home 

on a personal 

computer against 

existing IT policies.  

When applying the 

ethical reasoning 

model you should 

evaluate the options 

from several vantage 

points. If you 

considered a rules-

based lens, you 

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

Joyce asking 

Bernice to work on 

sensitive 

information at home 

on a personal 

computer against 

existing IT policies. 

When applying the 

ethical reasoning 

model you should 

evaluate the options 

from several 

vantage points. You 

were looking at this 

What ethical 

reasoning led you to 

commit to this 

decision? The basic 

ethical conflict was 

Joyce asking 

Bernice to work on 

sensitive 

information at home 

on a personal 

computer against 

existing IT policies. 

When applying the 

ethical reasoning 

model you should 

evaluate the options 

from several 

vantage points. You 

were looking at this 

Did you see an 

ethical conflict with 

what Joyce is asking 

Bernice to do?   The 

basic ethical conflict 

was Joyce asking 

Bernice to work on 

sensitive information 

at home on a 

personal computer 

against existing IT 

policies. When 

applying the ethical 

reasoning model, 

you should evaluate 

the options from 

several vantage 

points. If you 

considered a rules-
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C 

Fair 
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D 

Poor 

identified that IT 

policies prohibit 

working on sensitive 

information on 

personal computers. 

If you considered a 

virtues-based lens, 

you may have 

considered that you 

have a responsibility 

to prevent or report 

illegal or unethical 

orders and actions. 

From an outcomes-

based approach, you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 

of sensitive 

information getting 

into the wrong 

hands. You looked 

for solutions that 

would accomplish 

the mission while 

also showing 

compassion for your 

teammate Bernice. 

It’s important to 

consider multiple 

perspectives before 

deciding on a course 

of action. By 

contacting the IT 

section to look for 

other solutions, you 

discovered that the 

IT section could set 

Bernice up with a 

government 

computer and VPN 

connection to work 

on the files from 

home without 

sacrificing security. 

There are often 

alternatives to 

through a rules-

based lens when you 

reminded Joyce of 

the rules. You also 

may have 

considered a virtues-

based lens in your 

decision to tell 

Joyce she might 

have given Bernice 

an illegal or 

unethical order. 

From an outcomes-

based approach, you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 

of sensitive 

information getting 

into the wrong 

hands. It’s important 

to consider multiple 

perspectives before 

deciding on a course 

of action. By 

reminding Joyce of 

the rules, you tried 

to prevent the illegal 

or unethical action. 

But did you really 

do enough? Part of 

ethical reasoning 

includes acting on 

your decision even 

when presented with 

risk, uncertainty, or 

adversity. Joyce 

pushed back on your 

reminder because 

she didn’t believe 

you were a team 

player and had no 

confidence in your 

advice. As a result, 

the report did get 

into the wrong 

hands and Bernice 

through a rules-

based lens when you 

reminded Bernice of 

the rules. If you 

considered a virtues-

based lens, you may 

have considered that 

you have a 

responsibility to 

prevent or report 

illegal or unethical 

orders and actions. 

From an outcomes-

based approach, you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 

of sensitive 

information getting 

into the wrong 

hands. It’s important 

to consider multiple 

perspectives before 

deciding on a course 

of action. By 

reminding Bernice 

of the rules, you 

tried to prevent the 

illegal or unethical 

action. But did you 

really do enough? 

Part of ethical 

reasoning includes 

acting on your 

decision even when 

presented with risk, 

uncertainty, or 

adversity. Bernice 

was put in a difficult 

situation and pushed 

back on your 

reminder because 

she didn’t believe 

you were a team 

player and had no 

confidence in your 

advice. As a result, 

based lens, you 

identified that IT 

policies prohibit 

working on sensitive 

information on 

personal computers. 

If you considered a 

virtues-based lens, 

you may have 

considered that you 

have a responsibility 

to prevent or report 

illegal or unethical 

orders and actions. 

From an outcomes-

based approach, you 

probably considered 

the potential impact 

of sensitive 

information getting 

into the wrong 

hands. It’s important 

to consider multiple 

perspectives before 

deciding on a course 

of action. By doing 

nothing, you either 

didn’t consider rules, 

virtues, and 

outcomes, or you 

were selfish in not 

wanting to get 

involved. As a result, 

the report did get 

into the wrong hands 

and Bernice paid the 

price. You feel bad 

about doing nothing 

to prevent this from 

happening and wish 

you could turn back 

the clock and make a 

different decision. 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 
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accomplish the 

mission in the right 

way. By not being 

deterred at the first 

sign of adversity or 

challenge you are 

exhibiting 

commitment to 

upholding the Army 

Ethic. 

 

Outcome: Pass - Go 

to Summary 

paid the price. You 

feel that you tried to 

warn Joyce, but 

could you have done 

more or made better 

decisions? 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 

the report did get 

into the wrong 

hands and Bernice 

paid the price. You 

feel that you tried to 

warn her, but could 

you have done more 

or made better 

decisions 

 

Outcome: Fail-

Return to Scenario 1 

 

5.5.3. Video Case Study 4 – Summary 

In this case study, you applied ethical reasoning and observed the consequences of your decisions and 

actions. You saw the importance of identifying the ethical conflict and considering multiple lenses or 

perspectives as you decided on a course of action. When you only consider one lens (e.g. rules, virtues, or 

outcomes) your decision can be swayed by incomplete analysis. Duty means fulfilling your obligations and 

accomplishing the mission as a team. Often, how you approach acting on your decision can be just as 

important as the decision. You should also consider and search out alternatives – usually there is another way 

to accomplish the intent of your supervisor without violating the Army Ethic.  

 

As you think creatively, critically, and ethically, you should incorporate the ethical components of a 

situation, develop and decide on courses of action, and demonstrate courage to act on your decision despite 

risk, uncertainty, fear, and adversity. People won’t always agree with your decision; they may pressure you 

to change your decision out of self-interest, or they may feel you are being disloyal to them. You have a 

moral obligation to be a part of a cohesive team. If your team members are unethical, will you have the 

personal courage to stand up to them? We should aspire to uphold the Army Ethic integrating the Values in 

our daily decisions and actions. If you don’t achieve the result you want this time, it is important to reflect on 

how you could handle a similar situation differently so you can meet that aspiration in the future.  
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6. CLOSING/SUMMARY 

Army Professionals take an oath to uphold the Army Ethic and the Army Values. The Army Ethic is the 

heart of the Army and the inspiration for our shared professional identity: Who We Are – Why and How We 

Serve. It motivates our conduct as Army Professionals, Soldiers, and Army Civilians, who are bound 

together in common moral purpose to support and defend the Constitution and the American people. The 

Army Ethic, including the Army Values, guides our decisions and actions on and off duty. 
 

6.1. Learning and Reflection 

Check on Learning and Promoting Reflective Practice: 

Determine if group members have gained familiarity with the material discussed by soliciting 

questions and explanations. Ask the participants questions and correct misunderstandings. 

 

6.1.1. Learning 

Q – What do you think about what you learned? 

Q – How do you feel about what you learned? 

Q – What did you learn from listening to the reactions and reflections of other Army 

Professionals at this training? 

 

6.1.2. Reflection 

Q – What will you do with your new information? 

 

Q – What are the future implications of this training or of this experience? 

Q – How can you integrate what you have learned into your own team? 
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7. TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
 

This section answers technical questions, helps to troubleshoot problems, and offers suggestions to create 

a technically better presentation of this program in a classroom setting. 

 

7.1. Projecting for a Large Audience 

This interactive simulation can be projected onto a screen for large audiences, given the right 

equipment, if the classroom/auditorium is already set up to project multimedia. 
 

If the classroom auditorium is only set up to use or project TV/VCR images, and you want to 

project the simulation, then you have two options: 

o Large computer monitor (21” or more) for a small group 

o Computer projection system with LCD projector for large groups 

 

7.2. Graphics/Color Issues 

This interactive simulation is designed to work best in a screen resolution of at least 1024 by 

768, with at least High Color (16 bit) color palette/depth. 

 

7.3. Playback Problems 

This section provides information to address playback problems.  

 

7.3.1. Video Skips and Hesitations 

This program is not designed for older computers. Skips and hesitations in the video indicate that part of 

your computer is not processing quickly enough. This is generally caused by a lack of CPU processor 

speed, amount of physical memory (RAM), or both. 

 

If you have the minimum system requirements, you may be able to improve performance by closing all 

other applications and/or decreasing your desktop resolution. You can also try playing the simulation 

in the minimized screen version rather than full screen. 

 

7.3.2. No Sound 

Double-check the wires—be certain that the speakers have electricity, that all the connections are in the 

right places, and that the speakers are turned on and the volume is high enough. 
 

If you still do not have sound, contact your computer support technicians and tell them you may have a 

problem with your sound card or speakers. 

 

 


